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ROSA CHAPMAN

Maria

Maria of the brown eyes and brown curls and tiny gold earrings climbed over
the legs of the woman in the aisle-seat and settled into her place by the window_
The hostess hovered. "Would you help her do up her belt? I think she'll be
anxious to listen to the radio programme-if you could help her fix the earphones?" Just what I needed, the older woman thought with some irritation, but
she observed the motherly proprieties and bent to adjust and lock the seat-belt.
The earphones? Maria struggled with the plastic bag.
Harriet thought, my life seems to run on a permanent state of crisis; I have
got so used to it that I don't even need air-sickness pills any more. I don't even
feel the need to book a seat any more, I just go to the airport with my bagany old bag will do these days-and stand around and wait for a vacant seat.
She said, "Look, sometimes if you pull the sides of the bag like this, it will
open. Have you travelled on your own before?" The child gave her a quick, sideways glance. "Hundreds of times," she said, "when I was three, and when I was
four." She leant down, and was just able to reach a small cloth carrybag from
which she extracted her purse and airline ticket; the purse was in the shape of a
gym-boot, laced up the side. Maria of a hundred trips straightened her skirt again,
and turned the pages of her ticket booklet. "Can you read?" Harriet asked. "Not
the big words," she replied, and Harriet sat back and shut her eyes.
The words of her daughter came back to her, standing at the school gate, knee
deep in the bumbling sheep-flow of children let loose at half-past three. "I'm sure,"
Louisa said, "that once they're five they could get along in the world by themselves." Louisa had passed most of the past two months in psychiatric hospital;
she had spent a great deal of life unable to cope with it in any acceptable way,
weeping on the edge of the swimming-pool, crying endlessly at the school gate,
shivering as the train drew into the station.
Maria had black patent leather shoes, and her curls tangled round her ears and
caught in her earrings. She let down the tray in front of her as she saw the teatrolley approaching, and sat with her hands in her lap as the hostess placed the
cake and orange-juice in front of her. The slab of fruit cake was sealed into a
hard plastic wrap, and she struggled to undo it; Harriet raised her hand to help,
but dropped it again as the plastic split and the child broke off a small piece of
cake to taste. She looked up hesitantly at Harriet as she folded the wrapper carefully back around the cake and tucked it in the gym-shoe purse-"rll keep it for
later," she said, and smiled her baby-teeth smile. "I have to wait two hours at the
airport. But my Daddy might come."
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Harriet had flown north a thousand miles at the sound of the weeping phonecall; the children were used to this fact of their life now, and made little of her
coming. They accepted her cut lunches and her dinners and her injunctions to
wash and clean their teeth as something over which they had no control. If asked,
they would probably have said they could have managed for themselves, but
nobody thought to ask. Harriet washed and ironed and listened to her son-in-law
and visited her daughter in the hospital. She said do you have any homework and
have you forgotten your raincoat and THAT's not a very nice way to behave, and
they were late for school and forgot their chemistry books and dropped their
towels on the bathroom floor.
Maria fixed the tray back into place. Harriet watched her, but this time her
hand did not move to help. Maria put the earplugs in her ears and sat back to
listen to the children's programme. Harriet knew it was the children's programme
because she had watched the child turn the dial until it reached the right number.
The small dimpled hands fidgeted with her socks, her dress, her hair, and her
head fell sideways, small, small, until curled like a dormouse she lay asleep against
the arm of the seat.
Harriet's daughter came home from the hospital calm and composed. She
drifted round the house wearing a half-long skirt of nondescript Indian cotton
with an uneven patterned hem, and an old shirt from her art-school days. She
was always rather philosophical and other-worldly when recovered from bouts of
depression, and centered all her anxieties on being a good Mother to her children.
Harriet wasn't sure that she didn't prefer her in her depressed state; it is very
hard living with an idealist. On the day that Harriet left for home they all came
to the airport to see her off; the boys spent the time trying to run up the 'down'
escalators (no children allowed on the escalators unless accompanied by an adult)
and her grand-daughter whined and clung to her mother's skirt. They all said let
me know how you are, and don't forget to write, and look after yourself, and
they waved and blew kisses-of relief, thought Harriet.
The plane started its slow descent, and the child awoke from her soft, crumpled
sleep. She pushed herself slowly upright and turned to the woman beside her. "My
ear's popping," she said, in the polite way of someone making conversation. "I
know," said Harriet, "so's mine." They looked together out of the window at the
still far away map of roads and houses. Maria pressed her hand to her ear and
turned her head. "My ear's popping," she said, in redefinition. "I know," said
Harriet.
Maria pressed the creases out of her skirt and pulled up her socks and put her
purse into the cloth bag. She kept her ticket in her hand as the plane bumped on
the runway and the long dry grass rushed past the windows.

6
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RHONDA PELLETIER

"Suburban"

"Yes?"
"Two stamps, please."
Open the drawer. Fold along the perforation neatly. Pull firmly but carefully.
"Forty·four cents, thankyou. Anything else?"
"No."
Close the drawer. Watch the door ease shut with a sigh. And then a great debate.
Will I sit on my stool or not?
If someone comes in I'll have to get down: with a heave of the buttocks and
tensing the legs. In no time at all I'll have got down and up again a dozen times.

An old lady, thin fingers groping for the door.
"G'day. Can I help you?"
Off the stool-buttocks, legs. Open the drawer and hand to stamp book.
"I'll just see what I've got in here."
Put it in as she went out the door. Forgot before she reached the gate. Came all
the way in good faith.
"Ah, here it is."
A light has dawned for her. From a brown paper bag-they all have brown paper
bags-she'll pull out a letter or two; maybe a telephone account and some money.
"How much is that, dear? I've left my glasses at home."
On the table by the door no doubt.
"It's thirty dollars and fifteen cents."
"Ah yes. And how are you dear? Do you like the hot weather?"
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I might as well lean against the counter; with fingers like those she'll be hours.
"No. I hate it."
"What! A young thing like you?"
Tutting at her fingers or the weather or something.
"Oh, yes. I much prefer the winter. It's easier to keep warm than keep cool."
She didn't quite catch that. Must be deaf.
"Bye."
"Goodbye, dear."
It'll take her a while to work out the door; pulls instead of pushes. Smile at her.
"Goodbye, dear. I always say it's nice to get good service. And I always get it
here."
"Thankyou. Watch the step."
The door'll hardly make it back after her feeble attempt. Back to the stool while
she goes up to the milkbar. She'll be back in about ten minutes. She moves slowly,
always looking at the footpath. One of those oldies whose knees have frozen.
In comes a businessman after a hundred stamps. Posting off a stack of parcels all
over the country. I'll do my sums; basic arithmetic. I'll even swap politics with
him. Look at him! Can't believe I can add up, or that I'll lift these easily.
"Business picking up?"
"I'll say. Sydney office have started up too. You'll be seeing more of me."
And he smiles. And he knows I hate the sight of him.
"The more the merrier. See you next time."
And now, with parcels to stamp and bag, I'll get a rush of customers who can't
remember what they want, migrants who can't read English, old ladies who leave
their glasses on the table by the door....
God! This is a dreadful bloody place. What'll I get out of it?
Another post office.
I'll buy a house. A car.
I might even marry.
And all these people, with stamps and parcels, will be the climax of my existence.
And piddly wages, too.
8
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Here comes the boss. Twenty years a postmaster and still they haven't requisitioned him a decent fan.
In the door.
Through the counter partition.
Put the paper on the desk, where I can get it.
Sit down.
Light a cigarette and ask ...
"Been busy?"
"Not really. A few people. Mrs Everingham is getting worse you know."
A total wage of a hundred and seventy dollars a fortnight.
He'll look at his cigarette; cross-eyed, speculating.
"Yes. Cancer-of the stomach. It'll take her by the end of the year." Leaning
on his desk, warming to the tale. "You remember the tall, bald chap who used to
come in last year? He died two months ago. Cancer of the throat."
Among the hundreds of tall bald chaps I remember no one.
I could save fifty dollars each pay. Fifty.
Through the venetians, amongst the cars and pedestrians, the young boys on
dragstars are hollering up and down the footpath. Mrs Everingham, leaning
against the weight of her shopping bag, will never hear them. She passes the
post office again.
"Nice girl that."
Mrs Everingham couldn't have said if there was anything going through her mind.
She'd already checked her grocery list twice. With her eyes catching each crack in
the concrete and her arm aching with the bag's weight it was easy for nothing to
really occupy her thoughts. So she was pleasantly surprised to find herself at her
gate where the marigolds and petunias flowered and Duchess, the cat, sat waiting.
"Well, you cheeky thing. You dear. You'd better come in now you're here."
Her front door always gave her pleasure. Its lace curtains neatly gathered behind
the leadlighting: the brass knocker shining in the verandah shade.
She put her bag on the table, unpinned her felt hat and hung her light coat on a
peg. Duchess arched her back against the doorjamb, giving Mrs Everingham
something to tut about: another snippet for the bingo group.
The cat followed her down the hall, rubbing its back against her legs, prancing
up against the floral wallpaper and purring loudly.
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"Now, you cheeky miss, you think you're young enough to carry on like that?
You'll catch it one day."
Mrs Everingham put her groceries away in the dresser and lit the burner under
her kettle.
"That'll sing directly."
She picked up the cat and together they rocked in a chair by the stove. The sun
came in the kitchen window through light gingham curtains. She sat and marked
the glitter of the sun on the stainless sink, the polished dresser and the lino. She
couldn't recall how she got it all done.
It was the talk of her bingo group, how she got up each day at seven and never
retired 'til ten. Elsie McDowal, with a shriek of disbelief, always pursed her lips
and speCUlated about the quality of girls as they used to be, how girls of today
couldn't do it and it was a pity marriage was out of vogue. Now, Mrs Everingham's hands were too crippled with arthritis to knit and her knees too stiff for
her to reach the garden.

She couldn't say how she spent her time. Each day started as it had when her
children were home: with an early breakfast. And each day ended as it had when
her husband had been alive: with a cup of hot milk and a prayer. She stroked
Duchess 'til she purred contentedly. Honestly, she had to admit, her days were
never boring.
"Now, Duchess. Tea time. Fish for you. Tea and scones for me. And you can tell
me how it is we're never bored."
She was rather intrigued by the girl at the post office. Her plain, mask-like face
reminded Mrs Everingham of the time she'd been in a play. A very modern play,
for 1920. All Greek gods, she recalled, hidden behind masks: sad, fierce, tragic,
gay.
"She never smiles you know, Duchy. Locked up, she feels, in that place."
Those hateful venetians, which she'd never have in her house, covered in dirt.
The lino, scuffed and stained. The counter unpolished and the walls painted a
loud, creamy colour. Still, she reflected, when she'd been a young thing she'd
have fixed the blinds and the counter. Flowers. A whole vase of dahlias, or
marigolds, would brighten the post office very well. Rather the way the dear old
teacher had done at her college: big bunches of daisies everyday. But, she
cautioned herself, girls didn't do any of the things she'd been accustomed to
doing when she'd been young. It was a puzzle, the things she used to do and the
things that were never done anymore.
"Well, I must say, it's quiet. Where have they all gone?"
I don't give a damn; no matter what I say or how I say it, I don't care. With
fifty each pay I can save a hundred each month.
"The weather'll keep them away."
10
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Sun's shining. Birds are singing. Wind's tossing the caryard flags slightly. Perfect
day. If it was wet, he'd say the same.
Rain keeps them indoors. Sun keeps them in the garden. There isn't even anyone
going past outside. He'll sit here and wait the way he has for twenty odd years,
ruminating over books and balances. Smug with himself and his four boys.
None of them are doing book work-all gone in for apprenticeships-carpenter,
mechanic, electrician and glazier. Shot out the house the moment their apprenticeships were through. But he still lets them touch him for a few quid. Can't
see how they use him.
He's done nothing for twenty years: got no idea what people do these days. He
goes for a walk round the block for lunch. He plays golf Saturday and Sunday
and goes to the RSL two nights a week. A sleeper.
"How y'going young miss?"
"Fine thanks, Ben."
If he leans too close to the counter I'll smell nothing but his filth. Craps himself
everyday then waddles home to clean up. Watch him talk.

Don't listen. All he ever goes on about is war, or aeroplanes, or some old lady
he's had to tick off.
His whole body wobbles. He's all belly: not fat. Gas. All bad gas. Rotting inside
out. Turns his skin yellow and fouls his breath. Wraps him, and it, in the same
old clothes.
He and the boss will swap words over the airforce and he'll go home. The boss'll
start on about how sick he is, but the day Ben dies he'll be relieved. He's bad
for business. Too smelly. Too loud. Too everything.
Those two arguing and no one coming in. I could be somewhere else. Something
away from these people, or just from all people. Something-anything to change
the shape of this room, perhaps a beach. It'll take six hundred in six months.
Customer comes in.
Old Ben's a poor bugger. No kids. No friends. Been everywhere. Seen everything.
And he'll tell you all about it for free. You've got to understand him. Not many
do. She doesn't.
She sits facing the window all day and never really says anything. Then she gets
frumpy if I ask her to do something.
As if it isn't bad enough with customers arguing. They'll argue over anything:
stamps, even how to write out an address. Each new stamp costs me a fortune in
explanations.
Bloody stamps. I've seen so many I dream them: in sheets of a hundred with
perforations that are awkward to tear. New colours every few months: a little
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brighter and the paper whiter. Then it goes dull again and the perforations get
harder to tear.
And she'll gaze out that window speechless.
Well, I've had my life. My kids. My golf. I've had nothing and made something.
My boys are all skilled. Earning their keep. I've got my grandchildren. A house
that'll stand up till I die. A good, reliable wage: not too much but it covers my
needs. I've got many friends and we have a good time: balls, parties, put on our
uniforms for special services. Our syndicate will take us to Europe next year. My
eyes and my back are bad. But you can't complain about that at my age. The
locals know me. Rely on me. People like Ben need me. I've done a lot. I've got
plenty. In fact, couldn't be happier.
On and on they go, revolving around the same things. Two old men scoring points
on history. With six hundred I could leave them behind with their smelly fumbling
life of history tales. Leave it all behind for warm yellow sand and rolling surf.
Think I'll get a paper.
Through the venetians the caryard flags flap slightly. Kids on bikes race past.
Customer.

R. G. HAY
Spectacle
You were frightened by the last ridge on the gravel
road as it climbed to the lookout in Glasshouse
national park. Seemed an average enough forestry
road to me, except I needed no longer be alert for
timber jinkers. We looked from the lookout, pronounced the aboriginal peaks as best
we could, speCUlating on what orthography
had made of five nasals and retroflex fricatives.
I took a photo like the other half -dozen
tourists were taking. The trouble with secular
landscape is there's nothing to do but look.

12
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MARION HALLIGAN

Induction

I.
How soft the hot air was today. He could almost believe there were no grating,
just the warm soft air like feathers cradling. He lay still, not to disturb it, to hold
as long as possible this illusion of perfect warmth; the slightest twitch and the cold
would come prying in and he would have to begin the day. His wakings were
never luxurious like this; he began to slide back to sleep. He would stay forever
in this dream of comfort.
Instinct knew better, dragged him out, jerked his eyes open a nervous crack
on tender light. He'd have to go, it was dangerous to stay on the grating after
dawn.
Too late. There were people standing about watching him the law no a hospital
then he peered through cracked lids craftily to see and not be seen to see work it
out play for time where is the street the grating the cold grey wind who are these
people not nurses too fancy doctors then but the room too pretty a bedroom and
music but how ....
He opened his eyes wide lay rigid looked hard at the woman tall red-haired in
a white dressing gown fluffy with swansdown. He'd never seen her before not
ever before not even ... before.
-Where am I, he said, the words furry in his mouth.
-At home, darling, in your very own bed.
-Home ....
-The apartment ... the Paris one ... avenue Foch ... you'll remember it
soon.
The voice offered to soothe with gentle facts. He knew he did not deserve
them.
There was another woman blonde in black standing slightly behind the redhaired one. She was distressed and burst into tears quite noisily.
-Whatever ... does ... it ... mean ...
-Hush, sleep now. Sleep, sleep. You're still not ready to wake. We'll talk all
about it later.
It was a bed, not a grating. He could believe that, and it was enough. He slept
again. And dreamt of guardian angels, one red-haired in swansdown the other
blonde in sinuous black satin all three for he was there too enskied on floating
clouds of soft warm air. A disturbing dream, indeed violating. He did not believe
in heaven, certainly not with houris.
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II.
They'd spent a lot of time finding him, going out late, after two o'clock when
the clochards settled down in their chosen warm places for the last peaceful hours
of the night. Bending over lumpy sleeping bodies layered with newspapers, shining
a bright torch into ruined faces, getting cuffed at and cursed, called foul names,
clutched at and breathed on with putrid breaths, murmuring apologies, they were
looking for a friend, until Muriel said, this is the one. They were on the Quai
St Bernard, not far from the Pont d'Austerlitz, where the wind blows chill off
the river. He was curled into a foetal comma, and his face for all its stubble and
dirt and inflamed cheeks had a slight vulnerable calm. But more important than
that, he was too far gone into unconsciousness to wake up when handled. They
turned him, not gently, to see.
-My uncle. said Muriel to his companion on the grating, who had woken up.
The two men had lain together like bedmates, an explanation seemed politic. She
bent over him. The warm dry exhausted breath of the metro wafted up into her
face. Warm indeed, but dead, dead.
-We've been looking for him for weeks. He gets away like this every now
and then, said Jean·Claude embroidering.
The car came up, Marcus brought a blanket. They loaded him into it and
carried him away. A perfect stranger whom none of them had ever seen before.

III.
Whose hands had he fallen into?
DRAMATIS PERSONAE

Muriel: half French, half American, twice rich. Tall and red· haired. Not pretty,
but able to buy the expertise to appear so.
lean-Claude: a doctor. Defrocked, with a fondness for cocaine. Treated Muriel's
second husband in his clinic for fashionable alcoholics, when still able to
practise.
Marcus: Muriel's bodyguard. Hired when there was a spate of kidnappings in
the avenue Foch. Young and handsome, good at doing all sorts of more
amusing things with bodies than guarding them. He drives the cars too.
Slumming in low class cafes with him gave her the idea in the first place.
Anice: Lady-in-waiting. Thin, brittle, with silver-gilt curls. A brief filmstar hampered now her looks are tarnishing by inability to act. Had an affair with
Muriel when latter's third marriage ended and she decided to give up men.
Both found Lesbos a nice place to visit but don't want to live there.
Sundry servants: Butler cook parlourmaid. Mostly underworked.
And who is he? For the nonce,
The clochard: can be translated as beggar, vagabond, tramp, bum. Extremely
dirty and smelly.
Thus the characters. Now for the settings:
a. a cold and windy street by the river.
b. an apartment on the avenue Foch. A number of big rooms with immense
vertical space and very high windows and mirrors over fireplaces to match.
Designed for grand people, whose emotions passions or perhaps philosophies
needed a lot of room to expand in.
N.
They didn't try to shave him, but washed him several times carefully with fine
soap, and powdered him, rubbed cream into his sad chapped face-that metro
air is hideously drying, said Anice-dressed him in a long lawn nightshirt and
14
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put him to bed, propped on frilled feather pillows and covered with a duvet
although the central heating kept the apartment summer warm.
He didn't wake up all through this because Jean-Claude who still had contacts
had given him an injection; in his alcoholics clinic he'd been skilled at engineering
belated gentle awakenings.
They threw away all his clothes but kept his papers.

V.
Muriel liked being rich there were so many good things clothes and food and
places to go and beautiful objects furniture carpets paintings old porcelain and
houses castles ranches villas by the sea. But things, things above all things, it was
not possible to go on endlessly acquiring things, buy a chateau buy a painting the
thrill was the same and increasingly briefer finally boring. Yet for a rich person
it was hard to know what else to do.
She was educated, well enough, and talented, to a degree; could have earned a
living in a number of ways. But wealthy leisure was another matter.
The arts, of course. Theatre cinema ballet opera. But for the spectator art is
short and life is long.
Good works, perhaps. But that was money too charity buying a sense of virtue.
Marriage had failed thrice and children were fearful. And love had become simply
its gratification and a pastime but a short-lived one; there was more time than
love could pass in the life of a rich woman of 36.
So then there was power. Fashionable notion. Everybody wanted it. Husbands
and wives, lovers and mistresses, parents and children. Teachers and bosses and
dress-designers. Doctors and truck-drivers and politicians. All playing little gods
or big ones. God-frogs in vari-sized pools. Like Muriel in this small puddle of the
weak and silly and wicked and bored, all prepared for moral or monetary or no
good reason to follow the dictates of her will.
See her having fun, exercising it.
So she told the clochard that he was Christophe Matois and her lost husband
whom she had tearfully sought in all the streets of Paris, and now she had found
him again would nurse back to health and cheer. Whose memory she would
lovingly reconstruct for him if he couldn't do it himself. Her butler brought him
delicate nourishing soups in which were concentrated all the cook's art, the doctor
-so Jean-Claude was presented-gave the occasional injection to tickle his
memory glands said the ghost of his professional manner, and Muriel devoted
wife sat on the bed and proffered him enticing morsels of their past bliss.
VI.
Christophe Matois. Horrible name. How he must have been teased at school.
Sly boots. Sly fox. Christopher Crafty. Perhaps that had been the start of it all
the illness the mind cracking under the weight of it, making another life another
name opting out remembering nothing. Or nothing that was real, apparently. He
could have sworn he was Pierre Chabrier a plain name no judgments to get at
you and fancy it a whole plain career to go with it. The decent law practice the
failure the embezzlement the gaol the drinking the gratings ....
Amazing how real it all seemed. It sat in his brain like fact. Amazing the
power of the mind. Construct a whole career. Fill it with painful details, sickening
details needing drunkenness to bear. And suppress a whole other life: his marriage
to this beautiful loving creature in all the pleasant places of Europe and America
too which he had thought he had never set foot in, and he believing himself a
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bachelor with an old proud mother dying of grief when her clever son with heartbreaking pUblicity was tried and sent to gaol.
Amazing what the mind can believe. When the reality here in this grand apartment in the avenue Foch with its ceilings so high you could suppose the air
rarefied up there and its huge feathery bed visited now that his convalescence
allowed by a beautiful loving wife sexier than he had remembered women could
be-how could he have forgotten that-was hardly a cross to bear. He would try
to remember to talk to that psychologist. There was probably a fancy medical
name for his condition, for a man completely forgetting a good life and constructing a horrific one in its place.
He hardly ever had any injections now, just the pills. He spent part of each
day up, dressed in scented soft clothes smooth against his skin, taking little walks
in the apartment though he was tired by the least exertion, talking to Anice his
wife's dear friend who'd been bridesmaid at their wedding and could still summon
up a tear if not a photograph to celebrate, the treat of the day lunch with Muriel,
delicate dishes served on a small table in the great window of the dining room
that overlooked the avenue, watching through the web of leafless branches the
traffic moving endlessly in the wide street below. Looking across at the ornamented building on the other side great rooms high windows the mirror image
of their own and marvelling that his memory should fail to function despite the
care of this doting stranger-wife, greedy for all the details of the derelict's life,
saying talk it out my darling, and then we'll understand.
VII.
-It's all great fun, Muriel, but it'll pall soon, said Jean-Claude. Then what on
earth are you going to do with him? He waved the small silver spoon he used for
his cocaine. Typical elaborate gesture.
-You could marry him, said Anice. You're about due for another go.
It was not at all possible to tell whether Anice's remarks were made from
malice or unintelligence. But the charm of that was short-lived, and Muriel had
come close to the end of it.
- I might at that, she said. 1 might retire to the country and raise children.
He dotes on me, you know.
-My dear, is marital bliss really your scene? said Jean-Claude. He picked his
nails with the spoon's chased handle.
-I can't tell till I've tried, can I. Fourth time lucky, perhaps.
-Sit on his knee and feed him little tit-bits of his pseudo-memory. Popping
them into his mouth with little pursed fingers .... It's a dream of romance.
-Well, can 1 have Marcus, if you're getting married? asked Anice.
-Darling, do you think you can afford him? said Muriel.
-On the other hand, she went on, 1 might put him back where 1 found him,
on the grating in the Quai St Bernard dead drunk, and when he wakes up he'll
believe it all a dream, the most vivid dream anybody ever had.
-Oh superb, said Jean-Claude. The perfect ending, the poetic ending. Oh
indeed. You my darling are the most brilliant woman in the world.
He came across the room and kissed her hand. She looked at him coldly.
-Yes. 1 know.
She stood up. The folds of her Yves St Laurent skirt, quantities of fawn suede,
fell opulently round her knees.
-There's a third possibility, which neither of you have thought of, she sneered
at them. 1 might tell him all about it, let him into the joke, and see what happens.
Go easy on the valium for a bit, so his mind's working, then tell him. Should be
16
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interesting. I think he's got quite a good mind. I'm sick of dumb people, beautiful
dumb people are a pain in the neck.
She frowned at Anice, and would have at Marcus had he been there. JeanClaude said,
-Well, of course it's a possibility. Perhaps the most titillating one. Doesn't
have the pure poetry of the last, but does have the conflict of drama.
Muriel looked at him with distaste too. She thought I am tired of this man
compulsively verbalising my life. It's a mental tic.
She thought of Christophe Matois. Not yet with distaste. Marry him; abandon
him; enlighten him. She couldn't decide yet. Which was a good thing, of course.
The most amusing part of the whole game could be deciding on a fate for him.

COLLEEN BURKE

You are always full
of surprises
seemingly
a winter tree
your mind
shelters
blossoms.
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MARK MACLEOD

Be a Man
after Anne Sexton: "That's the main thing."

Slip into the sea
slide into its tight cold sheets
Your head floats now
and the water slicing softly
round your neck like thighs.
You cry. Someone is saying
on a long distance telephone
it's a baby
boy, you hear boy
and now she's got you
the sea is a house
she thinks she's your mother
the water closes on the slit
where you were like a suture.
You're in.
A long table drifts by
a white cloth
bodies in black suits rock back
and forward to the drag
and suck of the tide
these are dinner suits, boy,
one floats to its feet
to read blank telegrams.
On the table
a white sandcastle
keeps stacking and falling,
your hands at it
with a knife.
White bodies with bulletholes
sway and wander
and work on gills.
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Fall slowly
feet first
mouths open and close
they kiss the space next to you
they drink it in
but never you.
Your cheek is kissed by a house brick
a bullet
slipping down
the shelves of light
the blood streams up
like air
like a parachute like a flare
its dark flower over you
Fall
through a vault
of plates in ovens
a face like a slow roller coaster
the door to an empty fridge
or the boss's office
flaps open and shut. It's a wound.
They're picking a team.
Shapes nose your flaccid arms.
A hand turns over
something between your legs
and passes on.
There's a dark
and a cold
Fall
bump against metal bars
a cot a
window
You're in
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The sea is a lake
there's a silence dividing
and growing like cells.
Your feet touch yes
bottom mud soft
legs moving sideways
mouths eating death
you fall
forward the water
a plastic film on your face
you can't get it off
You fall
onto bodies lying back to back
nowhere to fall
In the dark a tongue
enters your mouth
deep you tear away
you fill with blood
you want words
you want cry
up is out
the sea is not
my mother I
am the mother
I am the lover
the child
I am
in the dark
the lake answers
come home
and be a husband
a father a leader
a support a fighter
come home
and be a man
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JENNY BOULT

Sailing in cockburn sound
in the morning the water was
bathroom window glass & under the
afternoon cloud it has become chopped slate.
waves break on the small reefs,
their size does not make them less treacherous.
the spray thumps the front of the boat
(i am ignorant of the terminology)
& the boom swings out of control into
shoulders & heads & tilt, bale out.
"this is fun" cries the small child
shivering with fear & cold, & it is fun.
we laugh. the irate skipper syndromes
the crew & we swap places, get the weight right
pole out & tack for home as the wind changes its mind.
oh fickle wind & cruel sea, we sing to the water in the bay
& realise that we have cursed the things that support us

in this tiny boat, sails pulled tight & only a dolphin
& a fiock of shags in sight. still laughing
we apologise. oh ocean & bracing wind, we're sorry.
& under the surface, crowding the reefs is the algae
blooming like a market garden where it does not belong.
the wheat silos, the bulk loading terminal, the pipes,
the great dead hulls of ships waiting at the refinery & the steel
works staring out at garden island, the huge bridge
& the causeway. steer for the third gap, we hold our breath
& stare up as the mast scrapes thru & more laughter
as our bay comes into view.

as we cruise in to the beach, they tell me that
life on the reefs is doomed, the nature of the water
changes, they call it pollution & soon only the algae
will bloom, the carpet of brilliant green seagrass will die
no more the coloured fish, no more the snorkel & water
over naked skin. as my tears fall, i am glad that it is raining.
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JEAN KENT

In My Mother's House
My nieces and nephews are chasing me up the wall.
In my mother's house
they are mustered
year by year just as I was: A.J.C. 30/8/63
(five foot two)
pencil brands in paint.
Heels tight against the floor ankles strained
careless as shanghais they aim themselves up
quiver as their grandmother
flattens curly heads with the carving knife
& pins them like chrysalises to the wall.
(1963. My two brothers straight as arrows
shoot past me, threatening the ceiling where possums
and cobwebs hide the bullseye. Our first year
in this house. I had done all my growing.
I had left it climbing with small sharp feet in the houses
which came before. My brothers with their eyes on the sky
stuck their fingers to skinthin balsa, floated model
aeroplanes over their beds and over the paddock
of palely shooting carnation-leaved stock feed;
talked of piloting jets, Mathematics permitting.
I began to look horizontally
as far
as America in fullcolour copies of Life:
John F. Kennedy with a fatal, choirboy grin.)
1981. Up the wall now delicate as insects
my nieces and nephews leave their marks.
Somewhere in the flat distance, patterns of houses
like nomads' tents-at the heart of each
one single pole
a ladder
of wounded paint. In the steamy dust
the deserts we planned to cross wait still.
Memories, slick mirages, blind us. Here all our lives
settle back to this: on a wall, marks
of moths' feet, reaching for the sky.
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JEAN KENT

Angels
What pictures of perfection-how at home
in heights mere mortals never could reach!
In Sunday School, pigeontoed, we stood in awe
of you. Even when our colouring pencils
would not kneel down neatly, folded up like prayers
between the bright lines of your wings, in those days Jesus
from the poster on the wall
kept waving
blessings. The teacher, while trying
to keep us on the straight & narrow, did not quite
point out
that if we had such possibilities of flight
no matter how divine their conception, how their underthe-skin hymns sang like sunsets on seas
and stretched into pale skies where doves
might drift,
delicate as confettithe fact is, being human, we'd probably
on an off day, having woken on the wrong side of our cloud,
knock the candles off the altar, set fire to the church,
turn the whole world sunset red, and all (heaven help us)
because of those clumsy wings.
It must be a fault of angel anatomy. In flight

you need only moral backbone, but treading the earth
those big wings send more than a shiver
down a spine. The fact is:
it is hard to be an angel and still keep two feet
on the ground. Just when you think
you've managed it, at the end of a hard day looking holy,
sure enough some little girl will start to giggle,
and not having learned what not to notice
will rudely pointAnd then, if you can stop looking heavenward
just for a minute, sure enough
you'll crashland. Down to your palest
feather tips, sinfully trailing after you,
in tiny flights of dust.
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STEVE EVANS

The Wreck
The dark shell of the old Plymouth
on the outskirts of town.
Abandoned before memory,
left like a whale for flensing,
its grille wrapping the pole
snug as a lover.
Merely a landmark night after night
caught in your headlights
on tne way home from work.
Local mechanics took their spoils,
left the engine-bay black as a corpse's yawn.
Then for a while the haunt of children
driving into dreams
where rust and weeds dissolved,
the motor purred
and crazed enamel gleamed again.
No reminders after this;
no dusty smells of old bouquets,
the bridal gauze skidding long ago
across the fields
wind-drifted like a paper-bag
into the distant hills,
and the honeymoon couple
dispatched interstate on the train
like ordinary freight.
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CRAIG McGREGOR

The Heraldry of the Body

His arm, crossing her body diagonally just above the navel, signified Possession.
Did she object? If she objected, she wouldn't be here now. Correction: if she
objected enough. It comforted her. The arm was muscular, with thin wrists, and
wiry sporls of ginger hair. The torso to which it was attached was naked. It had
an underlay of freckles. Beneath that again, pale skin so unlike her own. He
burned easily. So did the children.
The children, like her, were his.
Almost.
The other arm was tucked under the torso, elbow bent, for safekeeping. Like
a child who slept with its hands between its thighs. Baby. He depended on her.
Somehow that entrapped her too. As her therapist friend Antoine explained, she
had come to depend upon his dependence. When that was threatened, she found
the original relation reversed: she, not her husband, became the child.
Either way she lost out.
Antoine was into masturbation. From maleness to maleless: the retreat of the
wounded. Antoine had an epistemological justification for masturbation. Selfknowledge preceded everything else. In the Whitney Centre, once, two naked
women and a naked man masturbated inside a rope square while the art patrons
walked admiringly around the outside. Hours: 9 to 5, with a one-hour break for
lunch and a trip to the 100. So what? Even epistemology had its exhibitionists.
Her friend Antoine was heavily into Berne. But she herself didn't like the idea
of reducing everything to transactions. He's good value, a friend would say at a
dinner party. She's good value. There was something commercial about it. You
ended up turning relationships into another capitalist commodity.
Stuff Berne.
On her dexter wrist a silver bangle, locked, against a field argent of fleur-delys. On his sinister hand a wedding ring. gold. inscribed with his name. They
represented Bondage.
He gave her the bangle. She gave him the ring. ACjDC. Sado-macho. While
waiting for his next erection, de Sade invented ways of ravishing his mother. In
London a bonded homosexual was found, gagged, throat cut, hanging upside down
in a coat cupboard. Her mother, thrice married, fat-fingered, who gave them their
wedding sheets, wore only her three engagement rings.
A precaution?
Sexual encounters were easy to come by. In the laundromat, the art class, the
pub. She avoided them, voluntarily, and expected her husband to. Someone-who
was it, Berne again (surely not)?-believed in serial sex, each encounter preparing
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the individuals for and glVlng way to the next. Like the Green Hornet, in 39
episodes. There was a logic to it; but how did you fit the rest of your life into
such a progression? It didn't make allowance for children, work, non-serial love,
or friendship beyond the sheets.
The ring.
You led a bull by a ring through its nose. You led a man by a ring around his
finger. The act of slipping the ring over the finger was clearly coitus, paraphrased.
Why then, when they married, had it been his ring, her finger?
She clearly hadn't made her mind up about marriage.
His left leg, entwined betwixt her flaunches, both or, signified Desire.
Hers too. Though his (leg) was bandaged, from above the ankle to the mid-way
calf, with her Woolworths cotton roll and fastened with one of the baby's supersize nappy pins. Brushooking the lantana at the bottom of their quarter-acre block,
he had sliced at his leg as well. "Self-inflicted wound" he had explained. And
laughed. "Also an act of symbolic castration. I deserve it."
It wasn't so funny.
Ice to stop the bleeding. From the shinbone, and the marrow of the heart. If
you don't hurt me, I won't hurt you. It's a bargain. (Transaction). But sometimes
bargains were bent, or betrayed. "There's been a change in the weather, a change
in the sea / And from now on there'll be a change in me," sang Jimmy Rushing.
Funny how the songs you heard when you were a teenager stayed with you for the
rest of your life. Imprinting. Adolescence was where everything counted. Give me
your child for the first six years, and I will really foul her up. Give me my own
child from ten to sixteen, and I will do the same.
Her husband had had a classic ocker childhood. Smokes behind the dunny wall.
Prick-pulling in the gym. Furtive gropes on front porches. The girls saying No
but Yes. Feminists thought rape was unmistakeable; she remembered it as indistinguishable. Everything illicit. Nobody ever got enough, her husband said, until
they got married. But by then the pattern was set, and only the illicit excited ....
Maybe she should give him a good kick on his sore leg.
His side, invected, was laid, contiguous, along her breast, cupolad.
Yin, yan. Positive, negative. The segments of the Whole.
Bullshit.
"I'm an Aries," he had apologised, "I can't help it, it's my nature." More bullshit. Linda Goodman, Krishnamurti, and the entire Eastern Consciousness Revival
had a lot to answer for. So did Jehovah. For years she believed women had one
less rib than men. Never occurred to her to count them. Until, once, she held him
in her canting arms.
Her husband had six ribs per side. There was a hollow beneath his narrow
chest. It protected but engulfed her. She was the classic figure of Renaissance
cartography, X-shaped, encased within a circle, arms and legs outstretched, straining to stop the perimeter closing in on her. In sketchbooks, the figure was always
male. But in her mind it was always female.
There was something remorseless about circles.
Against a field paly, and twice-crossed pillowslips, his profile, hurt.
She examined it discreetly. In the visible earhole, a faint fuzz of ginger hair.
The sidelever, serrated, from years of misuse of the rotary razor she gave him
for their anniversary. The forehead, cretaceous, drawn vertically to the hairline,
recessive. The disarming nose. The eyelid, closed. The mouth, slightly open. His
breath smelt of beer, the garlic bread she had cooked with dinner, and a faint
fetid familiar odour, like a fox's burrow, from his belly. From their lovemaking.
His breath moved her.
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Not so his genitals, unrampant, against her hip. She had once had to apologise
to her mother for him: "He's not always like that!" she said, as he levered himself, shivering, out of the rock pool in the Carthage Ranges. Her mother believed
in the theory of the Supermasculine Menial; she would have liked Eldridge
Cleaver as a tame stud. Maybe that's why her daughter, in perverse contradistinction, had ended with a grown-up version of Ginger Meggs!
Oh well.
Some women felt complimented by detumescence. Not so she. (The white swan,
ducally gorged and chained.) For all his special pleading, the gift felt ... soiled.
Secondhand. I have been given the wet worm of remorse.
But else beside.
Their bodies, parallel, signified History.
Together, but apart. Separate, but conjoined. Two lines ruled across the years:
the Arms of husband and wife, impaled and quartered. Never quite touching.
That's how he wanted it. "Oneness is a confidence trick," he said. She thought:
"Oneness is a confidence trick" is a husbandtrick. And yet there was something
she respected about it. Like Hume's philosophy, a cold and cheerless comfort.
She hated paradoxes.
Her foot, naked, supported a sable instep, resplendent, with ankle superior.
The bandaged ankle was heavy. Every now and then she retracted the muscles
in her foot to prevent it going to sleep. When she did, it pressed against him. She
could almost feel the impUlse travel the entire length of his body, upwards, like a
nervous tremor. She only had to move herself, minutely, and his whole being
shuddered.
Which was, perhaps, the sole sublimity of marriage.
In the heraldry of the body, the foot and ankle, crossed, signifies Content.
She thought.

Swoon
It was like a swoon.

When he came to, the sun had moved around and the bamboo blind threw
stripes across their bed. It was too early for the heat to become oppressive. Down
the hill, near where the creek emerged from a rot of lantana and crofton weed
and tree ferns, he could hear a mournful hooting, note after note, ascending the
scale in measured intervals. A wood dove. Or pigeon. He had never identified it.
What the Readers Digest book of birds needed was a soundtrack.
The children were at school.
He should be working.
But suspended, trance-like, he allowed his insubstantial body to drift and
thought:
of Virginia Woolf, who also watched a beam of light flood her body with
ecstacy, before ivy choked her neck in a garden at Rodnell;
of photographs, contra lumiere, which told real lies;
of flesh;
of camphor laurel schoolyards, and bubblers, and therefore Bruce Dawe, glass
monuments, and intimations of mortality;
of desks;
of children, and how they must separate;
of how, instead of his father's son, which he had been for as long as he could
remember, and liked to be, he was now his son's father, and even that on Godgiven lease;
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of wives and wifedom.
Such words were suspect. People were defined, it was said, by their individuality, not by their relationships. But he didn't believe in essences, Platonic or otherwise. Relationships made people what they were. Where the thin complex of
cobweb lines crossed, a knot called ... character?
Karik-ter: an old-fashioned concept they used to write short stories about.
When he was away from her he became maudlin. The sentimentality of
country-and-western songs became infinitely moving. The platitudes of barmaids
became charged with wisdom. People became ineluctably noble. Strangers smiled.
The world became, like Baudelaire's landscape, a forest of symbols; nothing was
merely what it was, but became significant. His love for her swelled and ballooned,
encompassing everything and everyone.
At school, he had failed dismally to make anyone love him. Tried too hard,
perhaps? Later he had failed again, but succeeded in other ways. Some of the
women had lain there like blobs of jelly. Some over-acted. Some had huge breasts
and tiny pink nipples; some were olive everywhere. Some, after they had generously consented to him on blankets at North Head (in the cold) and in the front
seats of cars (with difficulty) he had been embarrassingly incapable of making love
to at all. That worried him, until later he came to realize his reaction was
irrelevant; though he may have been unable to love them, others would, and did,
which was their irrefragable triumph; his role was but to stand back and cheer.
These days, however, even 'wife' was role-playing, and therefore unacceptable.
He listened.
This is what Humphrey (Here Comes) Everybody heard:
The pigeon, or dove, coo-cooing in its repeated cadances, like a milk bottle
rocking on its heavy base, the notes perfectly regular and irritatingly repetitious.
Another answering it.
A distant plane.
A shrill of cicadas which swelled and died like a wave in slow motion.
A car somewhere up Gibraltar Road.
A dog's toenails scratching the lino outside the door.
An unidentified sound.
A blench of sunlight, windless, all over the gullies and creeks and hillsides of
The Risk.
"Men are so easy to make love to," she had said earlier, laughing. "They're so
available."
She had strong wrists, and when she made love to him with her mouth she
lifted his body (and his heart) against her. She was unembarrassed to suck greedily
at him, and swallowed everything she drew out. He was possessed.
And, swoon-like, his body dreaming, unfocussed, the universe displaying an
unaccustomed perfection, he thought:
I admired you most, perhaps, when you were least beholden to me; when you
were least conscious of me, and unsullied by my demands. Because then you were
most yourself. And though I was jealous of your independence, and callous
enough to want to suppress it, you were then at your purest.
Purity?
Now, years later, with that chance at perception irrevocably lost ... now, with
all those compromises and misunderstandings that were lined in her face, and that
he had forced upon her (and himself), all subsequences become consequences ...
now he understood he loved her more, for all that she had
forsaken
and accepted
and suffered
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and wrongly endured
and graciously given
and sometimes graciously taken
and had fully vouschafed
and less fully received
and had consummated
and had made him, at last, learn to consummate
and thus
had taught to love
unselfishly
She was asleep.
She slept with her mouth open. It showed the squared-off ends of her teeth,
which he had always cherished.
Sometimes, at night, he could hear her catch her breath, and move slightly, and
resume her suspended lifefulness.
He was careful not to wake her. Instead, he put his hands under his head, and
looked at the bamboo blinds, and listened vainly for the first morning wind in the
hoop pines, and tried to imagine what rain would sound like on the iron roof, and
wondered whether, when he was dead, the mortal copy of happiness he now felt
would endure.
Time enough, later, for her to wake.
And for them to resume their entwined opposition.

The Bangle
Around her right wrist she was wearing a silver bangle. Her skin was freckled.
On the third finger of her right hand, he noticed, she was wearing two rings.
One was their wedding ring.
The other, he assumed, was for decoration.
She had a black dress on, and when she leaned forward against the restaurant
table he could just discern, through the black linen dress, her skin. It was a very
conservative dress, as became a wife or widow.
She had hair which was almost ringleted. She was what other people called
middle-aged. She had a straight, almost severe nose, an erotic mouth, and a breath
which, he knew from experience, turned his stomach and his soul.
However, she loved someone else. Possibly. But did nothing about it.
He did not love anyone else ... and did something about it.
She found this hard to bear. Whereas he found her unfaithfulness, whether
enacted or not-that is, her generalised affection, her generosity, her willingness
to love-insufferable.
Out of goodness, her own personal righteousness, she stayed with him. This
turned what he found insufferable into mere suffering. She slept with him, warmly,
in their innerspring bed each night and sometimes she fucked him. They ate
breakfast together each morning. Sometimes they ate dinner together at a restaurant.
However, she could/did/had/would get love from someone else. What made it
worse was that the someone else was worth loving. Whereas: was he? This is how
it seemed to him then, anyhow, despite the memory of skin and the handlaced
tablecloth.
"I don't care what your friends or Foucault or anyone else says," she said.
"You believe in something where everyone can reach their fullest potential
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without hurting anyone else ... or it's a fake. And so are they." She leant forward.
"Anything which hurts people hurts us all."
She had the stem of a red wine glass between her fingers. He noticed the rings
again. She had the honesty and loveliness of the princess before ... before the
frog began croaking in the pond. He also noticed that, as she leant forward, her
breasts seemed to swell beneath the linen dress. The skin thickened. Any man who
loved her, he knew, would find that ravishing.
"Easy to say," he said.
"Are you being cynical?"
"No. Just sceptical."
The tablecloth glistened.
"Not for dishonourable reasons," he said quickly. "Finding out how to do what
you know to be right is where the hard thing starts."
"Politics," she said.
"Yes."
"You know I agree with you about that."
"Yes," he said. "But you've got the morality straight. Everyone else forgets."
Once, another woman said to him:
"Do you like my gappy teeth?"
"Yes," he answered, truthfully.
"Do you think my tits are too big?"
"No," he lied.
He had given up lying, and he didn't give a damn about gappy teeth and big
tits. Or small tits. Or Marilyn Monroe. Or Norman Mailer. Or necrophilia, necromancy, or San Francisco silicon chips-and-titsburgers. He had given up forecasts.
He had given up nostalgia. He had never even taken up existentialism. He had a
daughter who had Adam & the Ants posters on the wall, a son who played him
Mastermind, and he knew precisely where he was.
Her breath, even across the table, reached him. There were small, fine lines
along the edges of her fingers. They had grown old together. He could not imagine
the world continuing to exist after she had ceased to.
If her lover had been there, he would have told him so.
"How can you respect someone who goes around hurting people," she said.
"I hurt people too."
"Perhaps you don't mean to."
"Everybody hurts people."
She was silent.
"Loving is a political act," he said. "Everything is a political act. I understand
that. I've got the politics worked out; the other thing's harder."
"Tell me about her," she said.
"There are some people," he began, "who continually need to have their own
worth restated. Like Catholics, they seek eternal ... reassurance. Sexual. I attract,
therefore I am." He felt, suddenly, a rush of pity, almost tenderness, for such
people. "They're children. They continually seek confirmation of their own being.
I don't know why. Some childhood hurt. It doesn't matter."
"Are you talking," she said, "about yourself?"
He looked at her.
"I hadn't thought of that."
"Why should you provide it?"
"Provide what?"
"Provide the confirmation?"
She was right, of course. Anyone could provide it. How explain that, in the
past, he had felt that to refuse such a request was ignoble?
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Even as he thought it, however, he realised the sentiment was self-serving. She
deserved better. She deserved better than him.
"Look," he joked. ''I'm giving it up. I'm not Bobby; I'm not confused."
"I don't want you to give it up for me," she said. "I want people to be
generous. I want their politics to be generous too. I don't want them to talk
feminism and be manhaters and womanstealers. I wish Shulamith and the others
would understand that."
"Their minds are dirty but their hands are clean," he paraphrased.
She laughed. On her right arm, the bangle. It had slipped further towards her
elbow. From her grandfather, sepia-brown eyes in a photograph on an upright
piano. Her closest friends were a continent away. He would hug them, one of
these days, because they knew her.
A blind mole, or skin cancer, disturbed the line of her left upper lip. She had
a gap between her front teeth.
He began again.
Outside, the wind blew a fine crust of salt against the car windscreens. A sweet
French chansonnier sounded through the speakers. Jean-Luc Godard, Resnais. But
these, these real lives, were too important for art.
He stopped writing.
We try, in what we do, he thought, to gain the slightest, faintest suggestion of
what is true. We never succeed. But ... we are at our best in our failures.
"My love for you," he said, "is the most honourable thing about me. It is the
thing I do best."
On her hand, the two silver rings.
In her mouth, red wine.
In her heart, love for many.
In his head, jealousy.
In his wallet, a girl's school photograph.
Behind his ribcage, in what passed for a heart, was a dead father, an unposted
letter from a mother, a childhood he had long left behind, a bloody and ugly
death which rushed towards him, and a manhood he was still struggling to achieve.

Selfless
When he was into his late middle age, his heart faltered.
It was no ordinary heart attack. The specialist looked worried. That worried

him too.
He told his family.
Later, the close friend of his youngest daughter said:
"I had a funny dream last night. Really weird. I dreamt your father banged
himself on the heart."
Of course.
Of course he had banged himself on the heart. Through remorse, and guilt ...
and sorrow.
The only question now was, would he survive at all? Self-less?
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SAMPSON D. NGWELE

Invitations
Downtown
People talk parties
And invitations
If you're invited to a
Birthday party
You go with a card
If you're invited to a
Wedding
You go with a present
If you're invited to a
Drinking party
You go with a bottle
If you're invited to a
Disco party
You go with a partner

Back in the village
We do not know invitations
For there is no
Elimination
Selection or
Limitation
Our invitation is our reputation
And every man is our guest.
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SAMPSON D. NGWELE

So-called Sonnet
the whole village lay asleep
in the stillness of the night
the moon high above the trees
casting shadows in the breeze
peace falls all over the land
all the birds, all the ghosts
all the boys, all the girls
silent in their dreams
but in that old thatch hut
a soul sits quite awake
silhouetted against the fire
she sits baking, baking
taro & tuna for her son
who will travel far at dawn

COLLEEN BURKE

Everything's slower here
woodsmoke drifting
down the sloping
valleys. Dusky
green and red
rosellas hanging upside
down on barren trees.
Nothing's important
except the midday sun
on scrawny boneswoodfires holding
the fretting nights
at bay, and the muted
sound of autumn winds
flowing down from
the high country.
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GRAEME HETHERINGTON

The Retiro Park: Madrid
(1)

The sandy avenues are named
Argentina, Paraguay, Peru,
Their full-grown flanking pines and planes
Cut savagely to cactus shapes,
The gardeners straightening from their work
To five foot miracles of growth.

(2)
Triangles, circles, rhomboids, squares,
The garden's formal and precise,
Coldly abstract and severe,
A place to burn men at the stake,
The wrought iron polished rubbish bins
Unrelentingly ideal.
(3)
Here nature has been brought to heel
With trees and hedges clipped to shapes
The soldier-kings on pedestals approve,
The sky a pearl-grey lacquered dome

As though the world's a drawing room,
The borders painted pink and gold.
Alonso tries a pinch of snuff
Then tests the air for something wrong.
(4)
An old man searches rubbish bins
And red and silver coke tins gleam
In black mud tracked across the grass
The trees are threadbare with last leaves,

Moth-eaten looking in their spread,
Egg-yellow staining dull grey barkThe low cloud cover and the mist
Worn by the kings like dirty clothes.
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(5)
The knock-kneed kings in flaky stone
Have slender hands on drooping wrists,
Raise eyebrows, pirouette and sigh

In melodramas of defeat.
A nearby gutted tree trunk sways,
Discards the last of seven veils.
(6)
The legacies of poverty and war,
The Goya face and crippled limb,
Velazquez's idiot and drunk,
Move past the statues of the kings

And seem like members of a court
Ruled by an inbred lantern jaw,
Poor silly Charles with heavy arse
An ostrich backing through a door.

(7)
A face as slippery, fat and bland
As oysters soaked in oil spits up
A gob of phlegm onto the path,
The huge Havana flicked and sniffed,
Jammed like a turd into his mouth,
While Charles the Second limply stands,
Fly buttons bulging in soft stone,
Near still pond water glazed with scum.
(8)
The city's thrusting, vigorous and new,
With steel and plastic flowers instead
Of wrought iron balcony and rose,

The fine-boned members of the past
Consigned with lilac-coloured lamps
To keep Charles company in the park.
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COLLEEN BURKE

Sometimes I wish
Sometimes I wish
I could paint this miniature
world of terrace houses
huddled on the street within
touching and talking
distance. Paint the
subtle shades of muted
sandstone, sandstock
sloping roofs, and curving
chimney pots. The pleasing
shapes of rolled glass
and rounded window sills.
Sometimes I wish this miniature
world could be preserved on
canvas,
for a while at least,
out of reach
of the long arm
of the developers.
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MANDY WILLIAMS

JliSt Different, that's all
The trouble with us, Margaret, is that we're looking
for made to order people in an off the rack world.
M.A.S.H.

The bundle of wool sits in her lap, unwashed and uncarded. The rhythm she
creates as she treadles and the leather joint squeaks and the wheel turns and the
spool beckons, is mesmerizing. Her hands fondle and feed the wool in at the pace
her foot has set. She senses her heart pumping and her mind ruminating at the
same constant speed. The greasy mass of fluff is gathered up, sorted, sifted and
wound into a thin tight twine. Some of the fibres try to escape from the grip of
the twisting, but it is too late. They are caught there inextricably, like the decisions
she makes for herself.
She sits in the corner of the room which contains as well a piano, a full bookcase and a small window, which directs shafts of the day's last light onto the
wool she spins. The rays too, are thin, but beautiful. Dust particles play in them
and her cigarette smoke dances and pauses, before rising into the obscurity of the
shadows. She is lonely, but in a pleasant way, she thinks. Her world is twisted, but
straight and as tenuous but strong as the wool she spins. The phone rings
'Hello? .... Oh, hi Mum, how are you? .... Yeah, I'm fine. Just doing some
spinning .... Sunday? Sure .... No. Nothing special .... Oh, really? Is she okay?
.... Lunch at where .... Oh, expensive. Nice? .... No. I can't hack quail, poor
fragile things ..... Yes, my savings are growing. I'll get there yet .... yes ....
Yes .... Give my love to Dad and I'll see you Sunday .... Yes, I will. Bye.'
She hangs up and makes herself a cup of tea, thinking of her parents' expectations of her. She lives a lie with them. No, that's not entirely true. She omits
parts of her life which she knows they won't accept. It seems strange at her age,
and with her independence. There is a knock at the door. Michael. Great sense
of timing.
'G'day,' he says.
'Come in.' He reaches towards her. She keeps walking.
'Haven't been talking to your parents by any chance, have you?' he asks. He
is nineteen and beautiful. She's only known him for three weeks, but he's gradually hauling down the wall she hadn't even realised she'd encased herself with.
The open air hurts like hell.
'Come on, let's go,' he says reassuringly. She follows, feeling like the quail her
mother has eaten the day before.
Once they get to the 'Prospect' and the band is playing and she's had a brandy,
she relaxes. It's the atmosphere she likes, the music she loves, believes in. She's
seen so many of her friends reflect their settledness through the sudden stagnation
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of their tastes in music. Some of them won't listen past Dylan, others the Beatles,
others Zeppelin; they all stop somewhere. As telltale as wrinkles and mortgages.
'I stopped living in 1972, when did you stop?' And they pop off to the Swagman
for Sunday lunch or the Hilton to see Sammy Davis Junior.
'We're freaks,' he'd mentioned casually the first day they met at the music
teacher's conference. He was there to sell books to the participants, but seemed
more concerned with selling himself to her. She knew that both of them were
really quite conservative, just a little wayward, that's all.
'Hasn't he got long eyelashes,' someone had mentioned the following day.
'Yes, he finds it difficult to apply mascara,' she replied whimsically, revelling
in the odd look she'd received in return for her comment. That was the real her,
the part she couldn't admit to people, the loose threads she tried to keep out but
couldn't.
People commented on the husband and wife team at the conference. 'He could
be her father, her grandfather even,' they'd whisper to each other, as though the
word would be passed around telepathically from one lamb chop to the next if
anyone spoke too loudly. She felt like a leper, a nymphomaniac, 'amoral' at best.
She wondered if this couple too, felt the indignities set aside especially for those
who dared to be different. The false smiles of acceptance, the pleasant conversation .... She loved it when she was strong enough to defend their idealism, their
romanticism; hated it when she couldn't cope. And it always culminated in her
love making when she'd scream with confusion, pain and pleasure becoming
totally indistinguishable from each other, emotion at its zenith.
They drove home, stopped outside her place and just stared at each other in
wonder, knowing that they knew.
'You're scared of growing old, aren't you,' he said.
'No. Just scared of being like everyone else,' she said, but she wasn't sure that
that was it either.
'I want to be young and old, male and female. Why do people distinguish so
much?' It was closer to what she felt.
She let him go home, because she felt vulnerable and knew she'd be a nuisance
if he stayed. Not that he'd mind. She went inside. The door to the room where
her spinning wheel was kept, was closed. She couldn't remember leaving it that
way. She had to push hard at it, something was obstructing it. She turned on the
light. The room was filled almost to the ceiling with finely washed and carded
black sheep's wool. She peeled off all her clothes and waded through it, rolled in
it, soaked it up as though it were warm spring water and eventually lay down in
it and fell asleep.
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KEN STEWART

Life and Death of the Bunyip:
History and "the Great Australian Novel"

The search for a novel that in some way combines "greatness" and "national
representativeness" is characteristic of colonial and post-colonial cultures. This
quest for a national literary showpiece is not really more nationalistic than the
assuring sense of recognition that many English readers of Jane Austen or Dickens
experience, or more chauvinistic in its decadent manifestations than the kind of
bardolatry and literary Toryism that aims to venerate a nation rather than to
appreciate literature. In colonial and post-colonial contexts, however, the quest
may assume a special self-assertive urgency.
Such a concern is reflected, in nineteenth century Australia, in the commentary
of writers and critics like Marcus Clarke, Boldrewood and Deakin, who, without
the slightest disregard for English, American and European novelists, seek the
assurance of a good representative Australian work which will provide context
and some sense of tradition in which to discuss contemporary local efforts. Clarke
and Boldrewood turn to The Recollections of GeofJry Hamlyn, Deakin to his
His Natural Life: just as Harpur and Kendall are seen as 'national' aspirants in
poetry, contenders have to be sought amongst novelists. The concept of a "Great
Australian Novel", then, is not the invention of a populace, which might choose
"The Drover's Wife" or "Waltzing Matilda", but of a literary minority. Within
this elite the validity and worth of the G.AN. has been questioned at least as
thoroughly as it has been endorsed, but its psychology is fixed, actual and understandable: its opponents have not easily succeeded in getting the G.AN. to go
away.
A celebrated attempt to debunk the concept was made by A D. Hope who in
his review of The Tree of Man refers to "the mythical Great Australian Novel"
as "the Bunyip of Australian Literature". Hope seeks to underline what he sees
as the futility of a search for a non-existent beast: "from time to time we hear
that it has appeared at last.-Publishers have a special corroboree. Rival novelists
lock their doors and say their prayers. Critics reach for their shotguns. Very soon
the excitement dies down as it is perceived that this is, after all, just another
novel."! Hope is perhaps a victim of the satirist's dilemma, for in his ridicule of
the quest for the G.AN., he understands perfectly its psychology: nobody has
evoked more successfully the quality of its fascination.
The term "Great Australian Novel" needs a context or tradition to give it
meaning. When F. R. Leavis refers to "The Great Tradition" he demonstrates
his definition of greatness through the study itself (though, like the British postoffice, he finds no need to label its specific country of origin in his title). When
A A Phillips and Russel Ward use 'Australian' in the titles of their respective
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books, the term is given context and meaning in the arguments that follow. But
"the Great Australian Novel" is a vague phrase, an umbrella under which a
reviewer or critic can hide his head while his hands gesticulate grandly. "Great",
it appears, often implies universality, seriousness, and quality; "Australian", out
of a specific context, which is where it may most often be found, is potentially
obfuscatory, causing disagreement through the diversity of its possible associations.
And one has to ask: does "Great" qualify "Novel" or "Australian Novel"?
Frederick Sinnett, writing in 1856, was the most eloquent, though not the first,
of colonial critics to consider the concept of a "genuine Australian novel". For
Sinnett there was little problem: a worthwhile Australian novel, when it arrived,
would through "genius" (mother of "greatness"?) fuse Australian externals of
topography, speech and behaviour with the representation of universal "human
nature":
We have here "the same organs, dimensions, senses", as the good folks of
Europe. If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you prick us, do we not bleed?
Human nature being the same, the true requisites of the novelist are to be
found in one place as well as in another. Australia offers fresh scenery, fresh
costumes, and fresh machinery, new as to its details-great advantages, to
those that know how to use them-and, for the rest, presents a field neither
better nor worse than most others, in which people love, and hate, and hope,
and fear, and strive, and are disappointed, and succeed, and plot, and scheme,
and work out their destinies, and obey the good and evil impulses of their
infinitely various natures.2
Sinnett strives to sound eminently, if lengthily, sensible: he thrusts a plain man's
finger in the direction of "human nature" to give us our bearings. He is very
confident and very fortunate: he knows what human nature is. He knows that
"it" is the same everywhere, in every society, and is not changed (despite the
"infinitely various natures" of individuals) by specific or peculiar cultural and
environmental influences. He seems to know where cultural forms of behaviour
begin and end, and what is the domain of universal human nature and what
is not.
Literary critics who invoke "universality" and "human nature" often share
Sinnett's assumptions unthinkingly. Language and a received conceptual scheme
may trick them into acceptance of a particular concept of "human nature" which
they may not have fully considered. Like Horace, and Freud and Jung, they
believe in the universality and fixity of human nature: coelum non animum
mutant qui trans mare currunt. Quite possibly, they identify "human nature" with
Western European man. Since the terminology is so vague it is often difficult to
know what it signifies, but clearly it takes little account of the theories of psychologists and anthropologists such as W. H. R. Rivers, Ruth Benedict, Margaret
Mead, Karen Horney and Erich Fromm, which assert the possible variability of
'human nature' from culture to culture and the dynamic of the individual-society
relationship, and who find that the complexities of the relationship may challenge
a basic dichotomy between man and society. The belief that there is simply (a)
"human nature" and (b) "externals" or "scenery" is simplistic. It is not that one
disagrees with these critics, but that one questions the authority and facility of
their assumptions. For their readers the question of what is universal and what
is "Australian" in the G.A.N. may well remain an unmovable Pandora's Box that
blocks the path.
Joseph Furphy, wishing to endorse an Australian or bush "type" as authentic
and valuable material for fiction, invokes the concept of universal human nature,
but is perhaps more shrewdly aware than Sinnett of the complexities:
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Nowhere is literary material more copious in variety, or more piquant in
character, than in legendless Australia. Off the well-beaten tracks of the
spurious picturesque and the unconditional hoggish, lie spacious areas of
subject matter, irreverently challenging the Biblical axiom, that "there is no
new thing under the sun". And countless types of character evolved by the
industrial, social and territorial conditions of heretofore inarticulate activities,
confront the seeming eye and await the graphic pen. For tragedy, humour,
pathos, fancy, however indissolubly linked with human nature, must assume
unhackneyed aspects in a continent which resembles Europe or North
America only inasmuch as there is a river in both. 3
Furphy comes close to having a bet each way: if "types of character" can be
"evolved" by Australian social and geographical conditions, one wants to ask, is
the fixity of human nature perhaps under challenge? If human nature assumes
"unhackneyed aspects" in Australia, is it not possibly different in Australia? And
what are its unhackneyed Australian aspects, as opposed to the universal aspects?
How does one recognise "human nature", if it assumes a new form in Australia?
Or if it is the same "old" human nature that we recognise in Australian conditions what really is "unhackneyed" about it?
Though most discussions of universality and Australian-ness smuggle questionable assumptions into an ill-defined debate, there has been amongst the literati
some consensus on the question of what are, or attempt to be, examples of the
G.A.N. The three contenders which have received the most definite recognition
are, for several decades after 1870, His Natural Life; then The Fortunes of
Richard Mahony; and more recently Voss. Other candidates for the honour have
included Capricornia, The Tree of Man, Bring Larks and Heroes and Poor Fellow
My Country. A comparative examination of these novels makes it possible to
discern a pattern, from which we can point to shared characteristics, and enquire
into a relationship between "the Great Australian Novel" and Australian history.
The pattern of the G.A.N. is confirmed by the fact that certain significant and
serious novels written by Australians (The Man Who Loved Children, and Boyd's
Langton tetralogy, for example) neither fit into the same pattern nor receive
recognition as attempts to write the G.A.N. In this discussion I shall focus on
the first three works cited above, the 'front line', though the second list would
in many respects serve my purpose as well.
What preoccupations and thematic concerns are shared by His Natural Life,
The Fortunes of Richard Mahony, and Voss?
1. Each novel employs a dualistic frame of reference: a material and a spiritual
universe is invoked, though not necessarily endorsed; the aspirations and
experiences of the protagonists are presented in relation to this duality.
2. The novels are set in the historical past. The past is not fictionally re-created
exclusively for its 'period' interest; 'history' is used in a readily definable way
for an imaginative fictional purpose.
3. The historical component is partly "realistic", but in each novel a recognizable, well known historical myth is examined, and is integrated within the
book's schematic design. Critics of His Natural Life find that the antipodes
and convict ism are represented in relation to the nature of man (man's
natural life); in The Fortunes of Richard Mahony the gold rushes and their
aftermath of colonialism are invoked in relation to human nature. ("Every
man is not only himself; men are lived over again ... " and "coelum non
animum mutant qui trans mare currunt" are used as mottoes in the trilogy);
in V ass the explorer myth is used to examine the proper limits of human
aspiration, and the 'true' nature of man.
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4. In each novel historical myth is counterpointed against a grim reality. The

myth carries a hope which reality cannot sustain.
5. In each novel there is a certain kind of (material) defeat, a sense of loss,
and the death of the heroic protagonist. In His Natural Life the hope of
justice and natural reward for the moral aristocrat can not be realized in
this life; in the Mahony trilogy the dream of spiritual and material gold
achievable in human life becomes in reality a nightmare of pain and death;
in Voss the exploration of Australia is discovery of self, and the dream of
heroic self affirmation and containment is overtaken by the reality in mortal
life of the need for humility of spirit and denial of self.
6. "Australia" is in all three novels a testing ground and jail of the spirit. It is
Hell, a place of trial and suffering; but it is also perceived by some, misguidedly, as Paradise, as a dream that offers happiness or completeness.
7. The novels go beyond earthly tragedy to posit, if not necessarily to endorse,
a spiritual redemption: the redemption is inseparable, however, from suffering and depth. Rufus Dawes gains Sylvia, but only in death-or is it the sea
of eternity? Richard Mahony sees death as spiritual birth: he believes he
finds at last the sea of Eternity, though the author neither affrms nor, importantly, denies this spiritual discovery. Laura Trevelyan "becomes" that part
of Voss which is transformed from material self-containedness to uncontained
Platonic one-ness.
8. In each novel there are scenes of recognition between man and woman who
have become physically separated: the recognition affords both human and
Platonic reconciliation. Mahony's last words recognise both the earthly reality
of Mary as '''dear wife" and the Platonic spread of eternity. Whereas Mary
is depicted as earth's representative, Clarke's Sylvia is in several important
respects a fictionally crude precursor to White's Laura. The two demonstrate
a Platonic romanticism, a love and spiritual redemption that is discoverable,
if only barely, within a material world where its human and natural enemies
prevail. The physical separation of Voss and Laura, and of Dawes and Sylvia,
is an ironic parallel to the blend of spiritual love and harmony that each
relationship both achieves and stands for. (I believe, though most critics
would disagree, that White, like Clarke, engages in some strong poetical, but
fictionally unworkable, special Platonic pleading to try to gain our assent.)
Certainly, this recognition of an optimistic Platonic potential, which is relatively rare in other major Australian novels, is a characteristic of "the Great
Australian Novel".
These novels draw upon and extend a literary and cultural tradition. Michael
Wilding points to it in relation to His Natural Life:
For those who write about her before she was known to exist, Australia was
in image a Utopia, a sort of Paradise. The reverse of conditions in Europe,
this unknown continent of the Antipodes could be imagined free from
corruptions and persecutions. The realities of the settlement shattered this
image; but it continued to survive as a bitter parody of what might have
been. A potential Eden had become an evil penitentiary.4
Similar ironies involving a tension between historical myth or dream and reality
are exploited, as I have suggested, in The Fortunes of Richard Mahony and Voss.
The myth of the undiscovered Great South Land as a Utopia has been studied
in W. P. Friedrich's Australia in Western Imaginative Prose (University of North
Carolina, 1967), and in more detail in Australia and the European Imagination
(Canberra, 1982), a selection of papers presented on that subject at a conference
held in May 1981 at the Australian National University by the Humanities Re42
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search Centre. As J. W. Johnson remarks, in his paper "The Utopian Impulse
and Southern Lands", "to assess the force of the Utopian impulse in the European
imagination is no less than to define both the essence and the totality of European
thought and history". Understandably, he declines the task. His perception of its
magnitude helps us to appreciate the attraction for the Australian novelist as
geographical settler and inhabitor of the Great South Land of the quest for
Utopian and Paradisal myths in a history which is peculiarly well equipped to
furnish them.
Johnson documents thoroughly "the southern regions as actual or probable
Utopias in the European mind and imagination": the tradition is reinforced by
Australian history after European settlement, in which examples of high hopes
met by great disappointment are suspended in a continuum. Extremes of optimism
and suffering, Heaven and Hell, the mythical dream and the grim reality are
standard fare in the literature of early nineteenth century Australia. They are
invoked, for example, in the imagery of Field, J. D. Land and Harpur; in the
dualism of Kendall's 'material' despair and Platonic optimism; and enter in the
contest between Paterson and Lawson, which draws on a century of the tension
in the Australian mind between the claims of Arcady and Hell. Coral Lansbury5
is incorrect to imply that the image of Australia as a jail or Hell was altered
suddenly and dramatically, by Samuel Sidney and his followers, to that of an
Arcady or Paradise: the two concepts in tension formed a tradition, long before
Sidney exploited one of them, which continued throughout the century and pro·
vided the expectations held of "the Great Australian Novel".
To point to an element of Platonism in the G.A.N., and to its links with
Australian poetry, is to modify the perspective on the Australian novel of those
commentators and literary historians who stress the preoccupations with social
alienation, pessimism and godlessness in Australian fiction. Although in the novels
I have discussed the Platonic fascination is gloomy, and is in Clarke uncertain
and in Richardson uncommitted, its presence modifies and complements that
"alienation" in Australian fiction which recent commentaries have given prominence.
Because the "G.A.N." is the construction of literary critics, commentators and
novelists, the consensus of opinion concerning its validity and worth will change
according to the intellectual orientation of the time. The "Great Australian
Novel", it seems to me, has recently died: that concept, at least, of a G.A.N.
which held sway until the nineteen sixties or seventies now exercises a greatly
diminished influence on the practice and criticism of the novel in Australia.
Writers have turned away from that anthem-like combination of history, myth,
the Platonic, and the symbolic continent that formerly received the grand appellation, and critics increasingly find the concept pretentious, outmoded and hackneyed or, as their indifference suggests, irrelevant. Poor Fellow My Country,
certainly an impressive and serious work despite its flaws, perhaps illustrates the
point: initial interest fizzled into ridicule of its grandiosity; it is now received as
yet another long, historically set novel about a lost Eden and a dying dreamer.
Herbert may have gained a more sustained sympathetic critical reception if he
had finished the work earlier, and in the literary climate in which much of it
was written. Patrick White has neither published anotner novel like Voss nor
listed it amongst the writings he most values. When in the seventies he turns to
an historical setting, in A Fringe of Leaves, it is to celebrate survival, simply and
elegantly, and in a manner which modifies beyond recognition the 'spiritual' and
Platonic element fundamental to Voss. Randolph Stow's Midnite affectionately
and satirically relegates the G.A.N. to the shelves of children, or of 'superior'
adults who, having got over the craze, may enjoy its passing in mock· heroic form.
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Much recent Australian fiction eschews realism and literal representation, and
the kind of grandeur of scale and "national" associations which have been sought
in "The Great Australian Novel". Perhaps the most interesting and comparable
undertaking, however, is David Ireland's A Woman of the Future which attempts
again an ambitious social and metaphysical statement and invokes "Australia"
to do it. I find much of Ireland's surrealism, and of Alethea's fragmented jotting,
gratuitous, discursive and insufficiently focussed, but although the execution
wavers, the innovative encounter with "Australia" and a literary tradition is
attractive. In breaking with the conventions and tradition of earlier G.A.N.'s,
Ireland jolts the reader away from hackneyed expectations. Alethea, the protagonist, is female, not male, and her independence and 'superiority' preclude love
within any equal, complementary male-female relationship in which notions of an
ideal are to be realized, or even sought; her 'heroic' role is in suburbia, not the
"continent" of Australia, and she is presented detachedly, perhaps sceptically.
The mode is not realistic, and the implicit and explicit philosophical frame is
Darwinian or perhaps Nietzschean, not Platonic. "The novel is about change and
about the future-it is contemporary with Merry Lands and the inmates appear
in it-but because the future is its orientation and its theme"6: the myth and the
reality of the historical past have little direct, appreciated bearing on, or association with, the novel's present and the directions to which it looks. Alethea, a
'real', changing, "promising", adolescent girl is "Truth" and Australia: her metamorphosis into a leopard may be read both as a quasi-Nietzschean transformation
of her potential into a fabulous, physically and imaginatively superior, embodiment of strength, asserted will, unhampered self-driven morality, and solitary
superiority; and, contradictorily, as a reversion to the condition of an efficient,
basic Darwinian animal, dehumanised into the unpleasantly fit condition essential
for self-contained survival in a global and national jungle in which Frees and
Servers are alike limited, ineffectual and unhelpful to her. The ambivalence, I
think, is Ireland's point: the associations he establishes permit us to translate
"Alethea Hunt" as, roughly, 'hunt for truth' or 'truth is hunt'. Either way,
Alethea as Australia's future severs literary connections with history, myth and
the "Great Australian Novel" of the past.

NOTES
1. A. D. Hope, Native Companions, Sydney, 1974, p. 76. Hope's review f.p. 1955.
2. "The Fiction Fields of Australia" (f.p. 1856), in John Barnes (ed.), The Writer in Australia,
Melbourne, 1969, p. 14.
3. Joseph Furphy, review of Such is Life (f.p.1903), in John Barnes (ed.), The Writer in
Australia, Melbourne, 1969, p. 128.
4. Michael Wilding, "Marcus Clarke: his natural life", in W. S. Ramson (ed.), The Australian
Experience, Canberra, 1974, p. 19.
5. Coral Lansbury, Arcady in Australia, Melbourne, 1970.
6. Helen Daniel, Double Agent: David Ireland and His Work, Ringwood, 1982, p. 109.
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ANNA FOCHI

Giovanni Andreoni:
An Italian Writer in Australia

The problems of Italian immigrants in Australia have been in evidence since the
first great wave (1922-1927),1 whereas the specific experience of the immigrant
writer is still a rather controversial subject, and has not been discussed until quite
recently. 1979 saw the publication of VoGi Nostre (Our Voice),2 which is significantly sub-titled an Italo-Australian anthology. In the preface the editors, far
from showing discouragement at the limited diffusion of Italian literary output
in Australia, reject any notion of a purely marginal movement and claim the right
to regard their works as true Italo-Australian literature.
About ten years earlier, at the cultural seminar "Italy and Australia-A
meeting of two civilisations"3 (Melbourne, December 1968) the literary committee, using the "case" of Mariano Coren04 as a starting point, felt that dealing
with the poet's integration was its main issue. Its conclusions were that "there
are likely to be three broad stages in the development of the Italo-Australian
poet: first, nostalgic reflection on an idealised past as a defence against the isolation in a hostile environment; second, an attempt to come to terms with this
environment, still from an Italian point of view; third, the decisive step of identifying oneself with the environment, of achieving a sense of harmony, and of
writing in English".5
This thesis, i.e. the "three stages" theory, does not, however, stand up to a
thorough analysis of Italian literature in Australia. An obvious example is Giovanni Andreoni (who, in fact, does not consider the division of immigrant writers
into nostalgic and integrated ones satisfactory).
The novel Martin Pescatore (Martin Fisherman), published by Edizioni dell'
Ippocampo in 1967 in Milan, is Andreoni's first important work after his arrival
in Australia. Political and economic necessities6 had not been the reasons for his
leaving Italy in 1962, the year in which he took a degree in Political Science at
Pisa University. At first he went to Tasmania, 1962-63, where he worked as a
teacher at St Patrick's College, Launceston, and then was at the University of
Western Australia from 1964 to 1968. 7
In 1962, before arriving in Australia, Andreoni had already made his debut as
a writer with the book of short stories Sedici notti d'insonnia (Sixteen Nights of
Insomnia).8 Although this earlier work was not written long before the novel, a
comparison between them reveals deep consequences of this complete change in
lifestyle and culture.
As for syntax, however, it remains remarkably elliptic in the novel: very short
paragraphs and periods, with hardly any dependent clauses and fairly frequent
sentences without a verb. The resulting rhythm is irregular and uneven.
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Notwithstanding the classic beginning in the third person and past tense,
Andreoni's narrative technique in Martin Pescatore is both complex and dynamic,
with recurrent flash-backs, sudden parentheses in the form of stories within the
story (like the Aboriginal legends in chapters ten and fifteen), reported interior
monologues, as well as an increasing number of direct interior monologues, with
the consequent shift from the third to the first person, and from the past to the
present tense.
The novel, in which autobiographical inspiration plays an important role-in
fact the protagonist is a young graduate in Political Sciences, who leaves Italy
and a good job at the bank in quest of existential certainties-can be divided into
two equal parts: chapters 1-7, which take place in Italy, with chapters 3-4 describing a long summer journey through Europe; and chapters 9-15 which take place
in Australia-chapter 8 dealing with the departure from Naples, the long voyage
and the arrival, is the trait d'union.
In the "European" chapters the background is always urban. There are no
true descriptions, not even short ones: the atmosphere is based on the moods and
lifestyles of the characters. As a consequence, the town-it does not matter if it
is Rome, Hamburg or Stockholm-melts into the frustrations and incommunicability of its citizens: a cold and awful symbol. This is evident in the summer
journey chapters, where feelings and encounters, though brief, are dwelt upon
more than places. Every town becomes a mere name, followed by other names
which cancel each other out, so that the novel becomes paradoxically static.
If the urban background of the first group of chapters recalls Sedici notti
d'insonnia, in which the town is clearly identified with alienation and schizophrenia, in the second part the outback takes the place of the town, thus becoming
its opposite symbol. Andreoni's contact with Western Australia may be the
obvious explanation for this change. As is well known, Western Australian literature tends to foster a deep awareness of landscape, its individuality and strange
influence on the people. When one thinks of the immediate and strong impression
made on E. L. Grant Watson by the Western Australian countryside,9 or D. H.
Lawrence's contribution to The boy in the bush,lo it can be easily understood why
a thoroughly new relationship with the land proved to be the first natural step
also for Andreoni's spiritual and literary transformation. However, it is not only
a superficial change of environment, as a comparison with other Italian writers
in Australia shows. The generation between the two world wars seems to be little
aware of the land, but, on the whole, even post-war writers feature an interest in
nature which is still rather detached, or at least filtered through a human viewpoint.
The passage about Whitmore Wood ll could be considered the only example
of description in Martin Pescatore, but even there an impressionistic technique
blurs detail, fading clear features into a symphony of colour and sound. Thus
the environment is brought out in the novel through flashing touches and impressions, which, however, are structured in such a way as to suggest hidden and
existential meaning. There is, in fact, a significant coexistence of realistic detail
alongside a tendency to detect mythic presences within the desert space, which is
sometimes achieved through such simple devices as, for example, the unusual use
of capitals in the final sentence of chapter 8:
Time and Wind flew by Martin's window and Time and Wind crumbled the
rocks. 12
The effort to picture the land in imaginative terms recalls Aboriginal culture,
and the influence of its view of nature is shown unequivocally in the two long
legends about Bibba (the mouse of the sands) and Maira (the wind), and about
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Uispa (the Air ghost) and Onca (the Land ghost). Moreover these myths are
both introduced at crucial moments (the latter takes up half of the last chapter
and actually concludes the novel) and in an abrupt way, although they are the
only two direct references to Aboriginal culture:
Martin sat down outside the door, stretching his aching limbs. [...] He was
enjoying the early sun like a cat. He opened the book of Aboriginal legends
and stories and began reading.13
In spite of the five chapters that divide it from the former, the latter episode
does not even explain that it is the same book of legends. In actual fact the
definite article is used; it is no common book, but the book, almost a gospel,
which contains the knowledge to aim at, and which sets itself up as the opposite
of the whole white culture; not only the European one. 14
The effect of coming into contact with Aboriginal mythology can be traced
also in the development of the hunting theme, which has been a favourite one of
Andreoni's since the 1962 short stories. In Sedici notti d'insonnia two short stories
are devoted to it, as the titles themselves indicate: A caccia (To the Hunt) and
La battuta (The Beating). Moreover the killing of an animal by either man or
another animal (in II gatto e if topo [The Cat and the Mouse] both situations
occur) is dealt with in other short stories too. But there is no feeling, neither love
nor hate, between hunter and animal, whose death is not usually commented on,
though described with meticulous and realistic precision. Killing and death: they
are simply ineluctable, absurd and pointless events. That is what seems to be
implied by the conclusions of such short stories as La battuta and, above all,
Il gatto e it topo.
In the novel, the struggle with a majestic black and white rabbit in Whitmore
Wood fills the protagonist's weekends for six months and becomes an extremely
rich experience for him. It is the silent desert land itself which, by whetting loneliness and consciousness in Martin, makes him long for a deep understanding of
the animal. As a consequence, the killing of the big rabbit, no longer just a
quarry, reveals a significant shift in mental attitude:

Martin had loved the black one, he had loved him with a violent passion; he
had met him at a set time for six months, his intelligence as a being of the
forest against his own as a human being, a fight between equals. The old king
had died well, fighting to the last and Martin's passion had died with him. He
dug a deep hole and dropped the animal in it, he didn't want the crows and
other scavengers to tear up the body [... ] He had died well, he would not
tell his story. They would have asked why haven't you brought it home? A
nice fat rabbit cooked "cacciatora" style-go on tell the truth, you didn't
get it?
Perhaps one day he would tell someone who, like him, had loved and destroyed, and who had been loved and destroyed violently.1 5
This love-hate relationship reminds us of Justin's behaviour in To the Islands
by Randolph Stow, and also of the deep horror and bewilderment Aborigines
experienced on being obliged to watch punishments inflicted by white man in The
Timeless Land by Eleanor Dark.
He had seen pain and blood, but it was not that which had aroused his every
nerve to an agony of horror. It was that a man should be helpless while he
suffered-that he should be bound, dragged, held up to contempt, humiliated
in the eyes of his whole tribe. [... ] This feeling of death within him. He
had been shamed because he was a man and had seen another man suffering
indignity. He had protested; he had cried out in horror. [... ] Could they not
see that for one man to shame another destroys them both?16
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In 1968 Andreoni left Western Australia for New Zealand, where he worked
at the University of Auckland till 1973. Since then he has lived in Armidale,
teaching at the University of New England and breeding horses and sheep.
During this time he has written two other important works: Abo bianco
(White Abo: "Quaderni dell'Instituto Italiano di CuItura", op. cit., pp.307-312),
a collection of poems on the Australian outback, as he explains, which clearly
summarizes his spiritual experience in Western Australia,17 and a book of short
stories La lingua degli italiani d'Australia e alcuni racconti (The Language of
Italian Australians, and some stories: Roma, II VeItro Editrice, 1978). They are
both closely connected to the novel, and therefore also to each other.
The tenth chapter of the novel, which is the most complex from a structural
point of view, has been expanded into the short story Kangaroo Track. The one
striking transformation is the omission of the Aboriginal legend of Bibba and
Maira. But the central episode with the savage beating of the Polish lorry-driver,
who does not respect the strict rules of the kangaroo track men, is also shortened,
and the following long interior monologue is expressed in one sentence, while, on
the other hand, the concluding passage of the chapter is practically left unchanged. Consequently the short story contains a more tangible shift from the
narrative prose of the previous paragraphs to the rarefied prose of the finale,
almost tending towards poetry, which is the form it actually takes in Abo bianco,
as a poem entitled Sono uscito (l went out):
I went out
at dusk
alone
the sun didn't shine
the cold froze me.
My heart beat
wildly
searching for stone.
I fell.
My legs on the iron
my body in the vacuum.
I saw
men walk
and pass me without looking.
There passed me men
with fleeting eyes
and begging hands.
They travelled far
to learn and worship.lS
In La lingua degli italiani d'Australia e alcuni racconti five of the short stories
are more recent versions of episodes in the novel (besides Kangaroo Track,
already mentioned, La Sydney, Belle barche da pesca [Beautiful Fishing-boats],
Peter King and Pasquale e Giovanni), making any analysis of them especially
significant. They all share a tendency to relax syntax by using more sophisticated
sentence structure, and to develop a more effective use of punctuation.
Pasquale e Giovanni revives the only episode in the novel which deals with
the typical problems of Italian immigrants. Even in the first version Andreoni
endeavours to reproduce the difficult linguistic situation of our immigrants through
short dialogues which stress an indiscriminate use of English and Italian. The
short story shows a stronger linguistic awareness because an attempt is made to
write the dialogues as they are spoken, that is ignoring the standard spelling of
the English-based words:
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"Quanto tempo sei stato a Queenstown?"
"Six months. Yeah sei mesi. Bloody
Australians!"
"What's the story cogl'italiani?"
"Anni fa un calabrese ammazzo due
o tre australiani col knife. AHora
gli australiani fanno 10 strike se
un italiano ci lavora".
"Yeah! Bastard! Yeah!"
"10 ci lavorai due anni. Quando andai
via che ero piaciuto very much al
boss: I'm Italian! Yeah! I'm Italian!"

"Quanto tempo sei stato a Queenstown?"
"Sei monti. Yeah. Sei mesi. Blady
Australians! "
"What's de storia con gl'italiani?"
"Anni fa un calabrese ammazzo un
australiano col naiffe. Allora gli
australiani fanno 10 straicche se
un italiano ci lavora".
"Yeah! Bastard! Yeah!"
"10 ci lavorai due anni. Quando andai
via ch'ero piaciuto very much al bosso:
I'm Italian! Yeah! I'm Italian!"
2021

Andreoni realizes that the language spoken by Italian immigrants in Australia,
which he calls Australitalian,22 is too important to be ignored. 23 That is why,
together with Gaetano Rando, he was among the forerunners and supporters of
a systematic study of this linguistic phenomenon. 24 But, unlike Rando, Andreoni
is fundamentally a writer, indeed, the only Australitalian writer who is also interested in language.
The difficulties faced by immigrants are recurring topics in any immigrant
literature, as was pointed out at the Melbourne seminar. However, we have
already noticed that the problems dealt with in Martin Pescatore are on the whole
more universal and existential. However, in the second book of short stories these
realities are tackled but in an original manner. A new social commitment can be
traced even in the short stories drawn from the novel, such as the introduction of
a racist note in Peter King and Kangaroo Track. 25
Belle barche da pesca is doubtless the most elaborate one of these five versions.
It is clearly divided into two parts: an Australian part, drawn from the last
chapter of the novel,26 and a second one which is Italian and new. This new
journey of Martin's, which re-echoes the one in the novel, but through a chiasmus,
is only in his mind. Moreover, he is not dreaming about the same dreadful scenes
of Italian towns, but it is the coast from Salerno to Reggio Calabria which is
tenderly evoked.
Does this imply a belated longing for the past and the lost country? At any
rate, if it is nostalgia, it is unconventional. With it there is always a keen awareness that the fond object of the heart is but an illusion created by memory, a lost
reality that cannot come to life again. The setting is highly meaningful too: Magna
Grecia. Of such a glorious past only ruins and fragments have survived-and
frammenti is the key-word in the passage.
The short story ends with a sentence which is a combination of two clauses
from the novel. In Martin Pescatore they frame the last chapter, and consequently
contain that ray of hope, that gleam of knowledge the protagonist thinks to have
obtained at last, thanks to a new found contact with the land. However, now the
two clauses are joined and follow a bitter remark:
The thought of going home has to be pushed down because it is not possible,
not possible. The further you go, the older you get. 27
The final thought in Belle barche da pesca (the dream of going back home
must be cast out, since it is not possible) is resumed, again as a conclusion, in
two new short stories: Australia and Australia Felix. In the former, where it is
immediately recognizable though written in the first person and with the meaningful addition "prigionieri di questa terra", the paragraph is intended to negate
the opening one-and this framing is further stressed by quotation marks.
The title, Australia, recalls works which are regarded as classics of Australian
literature (the poems by O'Dowd, Hope and MacAuley's Terra Australis), while
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an Italian reader would perhaps think of Leopardi's Dialogo della Natura e di un
Islandese (Dialogue oj Nature and an Islander), since the story is but a long
dialogue between man and the Australian land, without any plot. But dialogue is
not really exact, because it implies two interlocutors, whereas here Nature is only
the silent impassive target of man's despair:
Submerged in your wakeless sleep; I feel desperately exhausted from your
sky, your sun, your sea. You give nothing you want nothing. I am frightened,
terrified of submitting to your charm, terrified of being caught in your web. 28
Australia Felix, though much more complex, is not closely related to Australia
by its title alone; and together they are among Andreoni's most remarkable pieces
of work. Both dealing with the wish and necessity to come to terms with the
strange power of the land, in Australia Felix nature is described with realistic
precision and its repUlsive aspects are underlined. This is the context in which
Tony, the protagonist, remembers an old man's words: "Questa e l'Australia". It
is a recollection which immediately points to the novel: Martin's crucial meeting
with an old gold·digger (chapter 14), who, speaking of his past life in Western
Australia, adds: "Sbarcato a Fremantle, ho visto l'Australia". But the life and
knowledge embodied by the prophetic figure of the gold· digger seem to contrast
with the hostile environment faced by Tony and his friend in Australia Felix.
The same contrast is present again in the central episode of the short story:
Tony's meeting with an old Aborigine. He is an extremely sad and repUlsive
figure, not unlike the landscape, and yet he still remains a mysterious symbol
through his scanty gestures and fixed stares. In those very eyes Tony gets an
inkling of the clue to the land message:

There was something in the eyes of the Aboriginal which he could not work
out: a distant vision, out of focus, beautiful ... too late! It was going to
vanish forever. The salt of his tears burnt his eyes. 29
Nature still retains its mythical spell, and its relationship with man, though not
fundamentally different from the experience of the novel, is now much more
disenchanted. Just as the immigrant longs for a country that does not exist any
more, so the integrated white man longs for understanding of the land, reaching
for a vision which is in the end only a mirage. Therefore exile is implicit in
human life, and nostalgia and frustrated longing are not peculiarities restricted
only to immigrants.
Tony, anyway, is an immigrant in the literal sense of the word too. Extracts
from official speeches on immigration slip into his story, but without any comment
or explanation, thus giving rise to a striking and highly ironical contrast (irony
is a new note for Andreoni), as the title, Australia Felix, suggests. Little by little
official opinions prevail and choke Tony's story. Anger and disgust cannot be
stifled any longer, and irony changes to open sarcasm. The short story ends with
an outburst which is a synthesis of the paragraph shared by Belle barche da pesca
and Australia:
Don't come and see me pretending nothing has happened, chatting emptily
about the weather, work, with a hidden questionnaire; a few, simple, direct
questions prepared by experts with computers; the experts say that first you
must make friends with the migrants, understand their world, their problems;
for the first ten minutes, don't ask questions but try to establish a rapport.
Questionnaires are most important, they are needed for many conferences,
congresses and programmes, nothing will be thrown out, they will even be
good for a Ph.D. or two-just like with the pig you use everything-even
the hairs make good shaving brushes.
How do you expect me to care about what happened then, about what I
used to be, about what you used to be. Do you really not understand that
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we are getting old and that if we were to meet now, we would not recognise
each other? Perfect strangers you on your path and I on mine; you with your
dreams and I with mine. Do you really feel sorry for me because I'm a
migrant? Or do you admire me ... My nostalgia? Who does not have that?
It has little to do with migration. The return home? Which home? Silence
and the light of dying eyes go with me and the doubt that perhaps a better
world is still possible.3o
ORIGINALS OF THE QUOTATIONS
ref. 12
II Tempo e il Vento passarono davanti alla finestra di Martin, e il Tempo e il
Vento sbriciolarono Ie rocce.
ref. 13
Martin si sedette fuori dalla porta stirando Ie ossa indolenzite. [...J Si godeva il
primo sole come un gatto. Apri un libro di leggende e favole dei nativi Australiani
e lesse la prima. Non poteva dormire apri il libro e lesse.
ref. 15
Martin aveva amato il Nero, l'aveva amato di una passione violenta; era stato per
sei mesi un appuntamento fisso, la sua intelligenza di essere della foresta contro la
sua di essere umano, una lotta ad armi pari. II vecchio re era morto bene, fino alla
fine lottando e la passione di Martin era morta con lui.
Scavo una fossa profonda, vi lascio cadere l'animale, non voleva che i corvi e
gli altri beccamorti dilaniassero quel corpo [...J
Era morto bene, non avrebbe raccontato la sua storia. Gli avrebbero chiesto
perche non l'hai portato a casa?
Un bel coniglio grasso alIa cacciatora, di' la verita non l'hai preso?
Forse un giomo l'avrebbe detto a qualcuno che come lui avesse amato e distrutto, e fosse stato amato e distrutto, violentemente.
ref. 18
Sono uscito
al tramonto
solo.
n sole non splendeva
il freddo m'ha gelato.
II cuore ha pulsato
impazzito
in cerca della pietra.
Son caduto.
La mie gambe suI ferro
il mio corpo nel vuoto.
Ho visto
uomini camminare
senza guardare sorpassarrni.
Uomini son passati
dagli occhi fuggenti
e dalle mani preganti.
Sono andati lontano
a imparare e ado rare.
ref. 19
Sono uscito stamane e il sole splendeva. II vento ha smorzato il calore, s'e infiltrato
sotto la camicia leggera, ha gelato il rnio sangue caldo.
n mio cuore ha pulsato, pulsato come il martello che spacca la pietra. Sono
caduto.
Le rnie gambe giacciono sull'asfalto. n mio corpor sull'erba.
Ho visto il colore dello spazio dove si muovono gli astri, it corso perenne dell'
acqua che finisce nel mare.
Ho visto uomini camminare vicino alle mie gambe: sorpassarmi.
"Guarda ai tuoi piedi. Sono caduto. Aiutarni".
Ho visto uornini camrninare vicino alle mie gambe: sorpassarrni.
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"Stendi la mano, aiutami. Stendi la mano. II terreno sotto di me e freddo. II gelo
m'uccide. Stendi la mano".
Domini sono passati, veloci, non mi hanno visto. Sono andati lontano a bere
birra.
La notte e scesa. I miei occhi sono spenti, Ie mie gambe sono un'impronta sull'
asfalto, il mio corpo fili d'erba rossa, la mia voce un alito di vento.
ref. 20(21
"How long have you been in Queenstown?"
"Six months, yeah six months. Bloody Australians!"
"What's the story with the Italians?"
"Years ago a man from Calabria killed two or three Australians with a knife. So
they strike if an Italian gets a job."
"Yeah! Bastard! Yeah!"
"Worked there two years. When I left and was liked very much by the boss: I'm
Italian! Yeah! I'm Italian."
ref. 27
II pensiero di tornare a casa va ricacciato glU, perche non e possibile, non e
possibile. Pili si va avanti, pili si diventa vecchio
ref. 28
Sommerso nel tuo sonno senza risveglio; mi sento disperatamente escluso dal tuo
tutto di cielo, sole e mare. Non vuoi dar nulla, non vuoi nulla. Ho paura, il terrore
di subire il tuo fascino, il terrore d'incappare nella tela di ragno.
ref. 29
C'era qualcosa negli occhi dell'aborigeno che non riusciva a distinguere: una
visione lontana, sfocata, bellissima ... troppo tardi! sarebbe scomparsa per sempre.
II sale delle lacrime gli brucio gli occhi.
ref. 30
Non venite a travarmi facendo finta di nulla, chiacchierando a vuoto, del tempo, di
lavoro, con un questionario nascosto: poche domande facili e semplici, Ie hanno
preparate gli esperti con i computers; e gli esperto hanno detto: prima di tutto
cercate di fare amicizia con gli emigranti, di capire il loro mondo, i loro problemi;
per i primi dieci min uti non fate domande rna cercate di stabilire un legame. I
questionari sono importantissimi, serviranno per tante conferenze, congressi, programmi, nulla si butta del maiale, serviranno anche a qualche Ph.D. 0 M.Sc., e con
Ie set ole si faranno pennelli da barba.
Ma che volete che m'importi di cio che avvenne allora, di quello che eco, di
quello che voi eravate. Ma davvero non capite che siamo invecchiati e che se
c'incontrassimo non ci riconosceremmo pili? Perfetti sconosciuti, io per la mia, voi
per la vostra strada; voi con i vostri, io con i miei sogni. Davvero mi compiangete
perche sono un emigrato? 0 mi ammirate ... la nostalgia? Chi non ne soffre? Ha
poco 0 nulla ache vedere con l'emigrazione. II ritorno a casa? Quale casa? II
silenzio, la luce di occhi morenti m'accompagnano, e il dubbio che forse un mondo
mig Ii ore sia ancora possibile.
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ELLY McDONALD

Women Talk
Genuinely I am genuinely
Not concerned
While Julie's brother
Got vicfous, and we had to put him down
How could he?
How he could do that I'll never know
I always thought there were rules about these things
And the kids were real upset
(On a train
Women talk. Some don't
Some sit
Staring tense by a window
Into carriage walls
Like railway-station billboards
Conversation flits by
Disjointed)
Water off a duck's back, love
Cheer up
(Random sense uneven
Rhythm volume fading
In and out)
You look like you just lost
Your best friend
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You were a bad friend to me
(Insisting, she winces
Inflicting mental lashes)
And I loved you
(A voiceless conversation with a man who
Isn't here)
You weren't any kind of friend to me
At all
You wouldn't have tried to help
If I were mangled in front of you
Probably not, anyway
And sometimes I was
I think
But frankly, m'dear
I don't give a damn
I don't
Care
I don't
Care that much
Asked me not to laugh
(Smirks a schoolgirl, standing near)
But really
What could I say?
He was so
Embarrassed
And Katy said c'mon
(The train pulls aptly
To a halt)
Let's go home now
Giggling
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RORY HARRIS

at the back of my head
there is a "ROAD WORKS IN PROGRESS" sign
men are at work
with pneumatic drill & steam roller
pushing earth, metal & tar
along a thin strip
that survives
or pretends to
they are building a two lane freeway
with broken white lines
mergt: double
on the rises & bends

WhICh

at nite i can hear them working
stopping every few minutes to smoke
& bitch about the terrain
as they plunge deeper into memory

they gouge, splutter & swear
leaving a trail of food wrappers & cigarette butts
when they have finished
they'll leave like an apology
& on Friday nite some drunk will collide with the safety fence
crash through my eyes & roll off my face
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A PLACE OF CONSEQUENCE
In June this year the Fremantle Arts Centre Press
publishes a pictorial history of Fremantle by R.
Reece and R. Pascoe. Reproductions of drawings,
paintings and photographs trace the development
of Fremantle from the time of the early explorers
to the present, with an emphasis on the period up
to the 1930's.

Central Chambers c. 1910

Town Hall c. 1888

William Pearse's butcher shop c. 1863

MARK O'CONNOR

Greek Hills
The goat-summers are over, the eternal noons
Vergil, Theocritus and Horace wove
into a timeless myth. You cannot find
those heat-hushed slopes, where goat-herds
whittling notes from reeds (while willow
twigs are thick with drinking bees) observe
those rank male-smelling beards at work for ever,
grazing the scented broom and heather.
Three thousand years have almost seen the end.
Infertile soil has nothing left to give.
But still they lick, those rasp-tongued flocks
whose mouth's the busy grave through which
whole hillsides pass. They gnaw the thorn bush
from the cliff and chew the mossy clay
like dough. The Nymphs are Nereids now,
washed down by floods to roll
in the gasping ocean; their fern-green haunts
a sunstruck canyon where cicadas
die of heat.
Yet olive and eucalypt stalk the stone redoubt
with thin guerilla troops in neutral green, will tread
the rock to pebbles, loess, marl, and make
anew the chalk infertile soil.
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VERONICA BRADY

A Properly Appointed Humanism:
Australian Culture and the Aborigines in
Patrick White's "A Fringe of Leaves"
Till well into my life, houses, places, landscape meant more to me than
people.... It was landscape which made me long to return to Australia .
. . . As a child at Mount Wilson or Rushcutters Bay, relationships with
even cherished friends were inclined to come apart when I was faced with
sharing surroundings associated with my own private mysteries, some
corner where moss-upholstered steps swept down beside the monsteradeliciosa, a rich mattress of slater-infested humus under the custard
apples, or gullies crackling with smoky silence, rocks threatening to
explode, pools so cold that the breath was cut off inside your ribs as
you hung suspended like the corpse of a pale frog.!
Patrick White's sense of himself is bound up with this sense of place, and of
what might be seen as the savagery of nature. But it is also bound up with an
awareness of the Aborigines, of the continuity between these feelings and the
Aborigines. As a child on the mountain, he goes on:
I often flung stones at human beings I felt were invading my spiritual
territory. Once I set fire to a gunyah to show that it couldn't be shared
with strangers. Years later I persuaded myself that I hadn't been acting
merely as a selfish lad, but that an avatar of those from whom the land
had been taken had invested one of the unwanted whites. 2
This connection has not been much noticed and discussed. But it may well
be crucial to his understanding of himself as an Australian and of Australian
culture in general. As this passage from his autobiography suggests, it may also
point to the positive side of his notorious fascination with the process of nature,
especially the process of decay. In Voss, for instance, the Aborigines function as
emissaries of the land itself, celebrants of the sacrifice Voss must pay to its mysterious powers. In Riders in the Chariot, the novel which follows, the Aborigine,
Alf Dubbo, is the one of the four visionaries who manages to express as well as
to live what he sees. His element is fire, the element of triumphant creativity, and
his life is an indictment of the "Great Australian Emptiness" which surrounds
him. But A Fringe of Leaves is the novel which shows most clearly what the
Aborigines mean for White's imagination, showing on the one hand the impotence
of white culture, and on the other the liberating effect of contact with the "savage"
domain which they represent and inhabit.
His choice of incident and central character is significant. Set in the nineteenthcentury, the story, based on the experiences of Eliza Fraser, shipwrecked off the
Queensland coast and taken captive by the blacks, stresses the insecurity and
vulnerability of white settlement and the squalor and hunger of the Aborigines
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which followed the white invasion. White Australian culture tends to value
aggression, energy and material possession, but in his choice of this story and
this heroine White throws the emphasis on passivity, subjection and dispossession.
The changes he makes to the original story underline human vulnerability on
the one hand and the savage power of nature on the other. The original Captain
Fraser was a sea captain, not the delicate, bookish and ultimately ineffectual
husband White gives his Ellen Roxburgh. True, Captain Fraser made the voyage
to Australia for the sake of his health, but where Austin Roxburgh is more or
less impotent Captain Fraser and his wife had three children. The changes to the
story of Ellen's rescue are also significant. In the original story the rescuer, John
Graham, was a far less disturbing figure than White's Jack Chance, convicted
murderer and escaped convict. True, Graham also was a convict and an escapee
but where he had returned to white "civilization" and given himself up, White's
Jack Chance cannot face the brutalities of the chain gang, finding life with the
blacks less savage. For White there is little difference between "civilisation" and
"savagery". The original John Graham, however, presented himself in the account
he wrote as the champion of civilisation. Hearing news of a white woman made
prisoner by the blacks, he says, he thought it his duty to "snatch a fellow Christian from a lingering state of brutality"3-in fact he may also have had his eye
on the pardon and the £10 which was his reward and throughout he insists that he
maintained the standards of propriety even "in the midst of the horror surrounding me, nothing but native savages, clubs and spears ... I had my clothes on",4
secure, he declares, in his trust in Providence who "alone strengthened and assisted
me in this virtuous act of humanity".5 Though in some other respects White plays
down the violence of the original story-the mutterings of the crew became open
mutiny in real life, for instance, and far from admiring Mrs Fraser as his
equivalent admires Ellen Roxburgh, the cabin boy actually snatched a cup of
water from her,-nonetheless in general his changes work to blur the distinctions
between nature and culture. The glimpses of the convict system work to remind
us that, as the second epigram from Ibsen suggests, there are "gnawing things"
in the house of civilisation as well as in savage life. Even as a lady and Austin
Roxburgh's wife Ellen is aware of the chain gangs and floggings in Van Diemen's
land and shortly after her return to Moreton Bay and white civilisation, she meets
a chain gang, to be "united in one terrible spasm with this rabble of men" (370).
She may have suffered and been humiliated during her time with the Aborigines
but "civilisation" has its sufferings as well.
White's view of human existence, then, is the disastrous one expressed in the
scene shortly after the survivors of the shipwreck have managed to beach their
boat on an island and the captain offers her a sip of rum which at first she
refuses:
'Ellen', her husband chirruped, 'you must take a sip at least, out of
deference to the captain, and because', he thought to add, 'the Almighty
has brought us safely to land.'
For one blasphemous instant there arose in her mind the vision of a
fish the Almighty was playing the distended lip in which the hook was
caught, her own. (203)
The fascination with decay which might be seen as apparent in the passage
from Flaws in the Glass points to this sense of the power of nature and to the
reasons for the choice of this story. Here on the frontier the concept of civilisation has no corroborating power. Austin Roxburgh's death dramatises the futility
of the merely decent and rational man. Facing a group of armed and hostile
blacks, he feels that he must do something:
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[He] ran forward, to do what only God could know. Here he was, bestirring himself at least, in the manner expected of the male sex. Into
action! He felt elated, as well as frightened, and full of disbelief in his
undertaking. (It was not, however, an uncommon reaction to his own
unlikelihood.) (239)
As a man of words and books, he is helpless in this savage world and as he
falls with a spear in his neck his main reaction is surprise. However, as he dies
White suggests that at least he catches a glimpse of what he has missed: "The
light ... or the brim of that ... huge ... country ... hat. Raise it, please ... so
that I can see ..." (240)
For White Australia seems to be the place in which the complacencies by
which people like Austin live are no longer viable, "A country of thorns, whips,
murderers, thieves, shipwrecks and adulteresses" (311-2) as it appears here, it is
nevertheless the place for testing communal values and discovering the true lineaments of humanity. In this test and discovery the Aborigines playa crucial part.
It has not, I think, been remarked how closely the structuring of A Fringe of
Leaves echoes the structure and method of Levi-Strauss' anthropology. Ellen Roxburgh's story (in which she is successively a farm girl, the wife of the Gentleman,
Austin Roxburgh, his brother's lover, slave of the aborigines, mistress of her
convict rescuer and, finally, is about to become the wife of the merchant, Mr
Jevons),6 illustrates Levi·Strauss' notion that the basis of society lies in the exchange of women which in turn becomes an exchange of services. The novel also
makes great use of the homologies of food and clothing (which we will discuss
later), attempting as the French anthropologist does to come at some basic understanding of common humanity by a comparative study of the underlying codes of
social existence. Leading Ellen through a whole gamut of experiences and of
different cultures and classes White is thus in search of that "properly appointed
humanism" which Levi-Strauss describes which "cannot begin of its own accord
but must place the world before life, life before man, and the respect of others
before self-interest".7 Moreover it is clear that as he describes it, and for all its
rigour Aboriginal culture is closer to this ideal than the white society represented
by people like the Merivales, the Lovells and Austin Roxburgh. Ellen can only
become
The perfect Woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort, and command

when she has learned from her experience after the shipwreck and with the
Aborigines that, as Levi-Strauss has it, "man is not alone in the universe, any
more than the individual is alone in the group, or anyone society alone among
other societies".8
To look, then, at White's picture of Aboriginal life. He has been criticised for
perpetuating the racist stereotype that Aboriginal culture is both degraded and
degrading, and it is certainly true that the life Ellen shares is a perpetual struggle
with hunger and on one occasion she is even driven to cannibalism. But this
picture needs to be set against the description of the cruelties of white society.
The main difference between the two cultures, the comparison suggests, is that
the Aborigines acknowledge their debts to nature whereas the white people do
not. Even as the story concludes, Miss Scrimshaw, typically, still lives by the
delusions of grandeur Ellen has learned to see through. She longs "to soar! ... to
reach the heights! ... look down on everything that lies beneath [her]! Elevated,
and at last free". But Ellen has learned that the true humanity comes from
acceptance and thus remains "ineluctably earthbound".
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'I was slashed and gashed too often', she tried to explain. 'Oh no, the
crags are not for me.... A woman, as I see, is more like moss or lichen
that takes to some tree or rock as she takes to her husband.' (402)
Merely private and individual preoccupations are dangerous, part of the illusion
with which in White's view Australian culture conceals its true situation from
itself. What is necessary is to learn, as Ellen does, to acknowledge our vulnerability.
In this sense while the account he gives of their way of life may not be flattering, the book as a whole endorses the Aboriginal habit of mind, the "primitive"
sense of the world as one great system of symbols. Moreover, although it could
be argued that the squalor of Aboriginal society is the consequence of the white
invasion and its disruption of traditional food supplies and ceremonial life, it is
more to the point that what we see of this society is through Ellen's eyes and that
her sojourn with them represents for her the return of the repressed self-always
a painful and sometimes even a violent experience. It is only after her return to
Moreton Bay that she is able to look back on this experience and claim it lovingly.
Significantly, this occurs when she has taken off the clothes she has been given
and stands naked before a mirror (mirrors associated symbolically with the dread
of the sight9 ):
She was at first too amazed to move, but then began to caress herself
while uttering little, barely audible, cries of joy and sorrow, not for her
own sinuous body, but for those whose embraces had been a shared and
loving delight. (348-9)
Set in the pattern of scenes concerned with clothes and nakedness, this is a
crucial occasion. It contrasts with the two scenes in which she appears as someone
else's work of art, the one in which her husband contemplates her coming down
the stairs elegantly dressed and adorned with jewels and the one in which the
Aboriginal women strip her of her white woman's clothes, cut her hair and then
adorn her head in their own way with feathers. Here she is her own creation,
poised between the two extremes of the "raw" and the "cooked", nature and art,
in possession of herself whether naked or clothed because she has taken possession
of an essential humanity. For this reason while she may exist in society her centre
of gravity now is to be found elsewhere, and this is why she is made to appear to
Mr Jevons in the last scene as if she were a kind of goddess, a "smouldering
figure in garnet silk" (404) and is set beside the pregnant Mrs Lovell "in her nest
of drowsy roly-poly children". Ellen has paid her tribute to nature and to society
and is now free.
But this freedom is only possible when she has come to terms with the dark
side of herself and with the dangerousness of experience. The moment at sunset
in the Aboriginal camp shows her coming to understand this, learning to let go
the confidences in order and rationality by which her husband has taught her
to live:
Round her the blacks were proceeding with their various duties, beneath
a splendid sky, beside a lake the colour of raw cobalt shot with bronze .
. . . Evening light coaxed nobler forms out of black bodies and introduced
a visual design into what had been a dusty hugger-mugger camp. What
she longed to sense in the behaviour of these human beings was evidence
of a spiritual design, but that she could not, any more than she could
believe in a merciful power shaping her own destiny. (247)
The structuring of the book as a whole, based as it is on an underlying pattern
-the homologies of food, clothing and sexual relationships which Levi-Strauss
sees as basic codes of all human existence-also challenges the claims of ration64
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ality. In contrast with civilisation's preoccupation with explicit meaning and verbal
precision White's style is highly metaphoric and works to give voice to the natural
as well as the human world as the "primitive" consciousness does,lO and the introductory chapter which features the Merivales and Miss Scrimshaw shows that he
is aware of what he is doing. Their fear of the alien and the strange, their determination to order and explain the world and circumscribe their experience of it
is set up as a clear contrast to Ellen whose destiny it is to explore the "secret
depths" (20) they shrink from.
To recur to our opening passage from Flaws in the Glass, White thus becomes
in effect an avatar of Aboriginal culture and his preoccupation with decay reveals
its source in the sense expressed here of the sheer power of nature and of the
mysteriousness of existence. Ellen's story functions as a kind of ritual of initiation,
involving first of all a separation from family, friends and all that is familiar,
then a time of testing in the wilderness which leads to a crucial revelation and is
then followed by a ritual of re-entry, ceremonies of clothing, eating and finally of
the reconciliation promised in her meeting with Mr Jevons and return to Sydney.
In this way her life fulfils the mystery foreshadowed in Cornwall as a girl when
she lets herself down into the dark waters of St Hya's Well "crying for some predicament which probably no one, least of all Ellen Gluyas could have explained:
no specific sin, only presentiment of an evil she would have to face sooner or
later" (11 D)-an echo, perhaps, of White's own recollections of childhood initiation, of "hanging" suspended foetus-like in a cold poolP which, connected
with his sense of being somehow a reincarnation of the Aborigines and thus in
possession of the mysteries of the land, points to the wider significance of this
scene. In turn this scene points, as baptism does to the Eucharist, to the celebration of this communion, the moment in the forest when, driven by hunger, she
shares the Aborigine's dreadful meal, picking up and eating a piece of cooked
human flesh which has fallen from one of their overflowing dillies.
Here as elsewhere it is important not to be distracted by irrelevant concerns:
by the question as to whether or not Aboriginal people ever practised cannibalism, or by the shock which follows the violation of taboo. White's concern is
not with the facts but with what they signify. Our present culture with its fear
of alien images, values and ideas demands the symmetry of rational meaning
and thus tends to subjugate the powers of metaphor and symbol, the forces of
ambiguity and multiplicity. But this novel works to release these powers, demanding that the reader lets them work, gives them mental and emotional force.
In this scene especially it is necessary to cross the frontiers, leaving behind the
anxieties of visualisation and moralising by "deepened and re-visionary strategies
of the word as an innovative medium" and enter into the fullness of symbolic
consciousness-as Ellen does after the event:
She was less disgusted in retrospect by what she had done, than awed
by the fact that she had been moved to do it. The exquisite innocence
of this forest morning, its quiet broken by a single flute-note endlessly
repeated, tempted her to believe she had partaken of a sacrament. But
there remained what amounted to an abomination of human behaviour,
a headache, and the first signs of indigestion. In the light of Christian
morality she must never think of the incident again. (272)
On the frontier between her cultural inheritance and a savage and mysterious
universe, she crosses over, dislodging the division between the tenderness and
ferocity. Cannibalism becomes a kind of "transubstantiation in reverse"12 as Ellen
is taken up into the life according to nature, into the community of suffering,
vulnerability and oppression represented by the Aborigines. The power of this
incorporation is signalled by the "single flute note endlessly repeated"-an image,
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significantly, which recalls the story of the Carib devils who consumed a ritual
morsel of the enemy god, the god of the conquistadors who had invaded their
world, and fashioned a flute from his bones. 13 The pressure of this moment acts
as a kind of alchemy to fuse the human and, indeed, conquistadorial sense of
guilt Ellen feels here into genuine creative humility and compassion. Thus, paradoxically, what she experiences is not so much loss as gain, not so much exclusion
as the reconciliation she had looked for as a girl in Cornwall. Moreover, this
feeling grows. Her "civilised" self attempts to repress the memory of what she
has done but in "not remembering" she continually recalls the event, finding that
it makes her "tolerably happy", happier than her white conscience should have
allowed:
[In recollection her action] seemed less unnatural, more admissible if
only to herself. Just as she would never have admitted to others how
she had immersed herself in the saint's pool, or that its black waters
had cleansed her of morbid thoughts and sensual longings, so she could
not have explained how tasting flesh from the human thigh bone in the
stillness of a forest morning had nourished not only her animal body
but some darker need of the hungry spirit. (273-4)
We are back here with Levi-Strauss' notion of the "properly appointed humanism" in which human life is related to the whole range of existence. Acknowledging the "darker need of the hungry spirit", Ellen has become more, not less
human, testing possibilities she has only been able to glimpse as a lady, as on
the occasion when out walking in Van Diemen's Land she is overcome by the
savage abundance of the bush and, sitting down on a compost of decaying leaves
and bark, like the young Patrick White "celebrating [his] own private mysteries"
becomes aware of "the being her glass could not reveal, nor her powers of perception grasp, but whom she suspected must exist none the less". (92)
What is revealed in these scenes is the possibility of worship, the possibility
unsatisfied in white society, even on "religious" occasions like that in church on
Christmas Day in Van Diemen's Land when all that Ellen feels she is celebrating
is the "God of the winning side" who supports and justifies the system which
sets her and the Roxburghs in the front pew and the wretched convicts in their
misery behind them. Not that the possibility which "savage" life opens out is
comfortable. Physically her time with the Aborigines reveals a life that is "nasty,
brutish and short". Spiritually, however, it enables her to come at the truth of
her humanity, her subjection to physical necessity, and above all to the ultimate
necessity of death. Where society represented by people like the Roxburghs, the
Merivales, the Lovells and Miss Scrimshaw wants to triumph over this subjection
she finds happiness in acceptance, the acceptance she celebrates in the moment
in the empty chapel, left unfinished by the only other survivor of the wreck,
Pilcher. Here in this poor little church she sits weeping, "reliving the betrayal
of her earthly loves". In contrast with the church dedicated to the "Lord God
of Hosts" in which she worshipped on Christmas Day in Van Diemen's Land,
above the altar here the legend, "God is Love", "in the wretchedest lettering, in
dribbled ochre" reminds her of all that she has lost. But acceptance of this loss
becomes something positive:
At last she must have cried herself out: she could not have seen more
clearly, down to the cracks in the wooden bench, the bird-droppings on
the rudimentary altar. She did not attempt to interpret a peace of mind
which had descended on her (she would not have been able to attribute
it to prayer or reason) but let the silence enclose her like a beatitude.
(390-1)
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She has learned humility as "primitive" people do, by acknowledging her limits
and finding her place in the universe. Exile, physical exploitation and oppression
have been positive, not merely negative in their effects, teaching her to live with
uncertainty. As Wilson Harris has remarked, the relative self-sufficiency of the
traditional "strong" character does not fit the experience of the new world, being
unaware of the need for change and apt to consider as evil any alteration of his
other accepted character,14 But Ellen is ready to live in a state of flux, to confront
the savage domain, finding it not so much a threat as a fructifying mystery15 from
which she returns with a new definition of good and evil: evil as the non-acceptance which excludes what is "other" from the dialogue with the self, good the
universal reverence and acceptance she celebrates in Pilcher's shabby chapel.
White's view of Australia, then, is of a kind of frontier, a place of disorientation, a place of the mind for the testing of communal values which must there
be confirmed or repudiated. What is in question in the crisis which occurs here is
not just personal identity but the nature of humanity itself, and in the series of
comparisons that A Fringe of Leaves sets up civilization seems just as demeaning
as Aboriginal life. Leaving the chapel after her moment of illumination Ellen has
a sense of returning to imprisonment, a sense confirmed on the voyage to Sydney
when she goes up on deck for a final glimpse of "a jewellery of stars such as
[she] believed she might be seeing for the last time before a lid closed". (401-2).
The cruelties of civilisation are psychic whereas primitive societies' are physical,
but the "country of thorns, whips, murderers, thieves, shipwreck, and adulteresses"
(311-2) is the product of civilisation and its discontents. With the Aborigines,
however, Ellen returns to her childhood world where "rocks had been her altars
and springwater her sacrament" (248), a world in which she acknowledges that
primal "law that man does not invent" (Levi-Strauss), the law of physical
necessity. Elsewhere16 I have discussed the importance of this law for White's
work as a whole. Here, however, it is clear that he sees it as the law of life and
judges societies according to their acceptance of it. So the Aboriginal culture
which acknowledges its debt to nature is closer to the human truth than white
colonial society which does not-the society represented by Mrs Merivale, who is
"an adept at closing her mind to awfulness", (11) or by Mr Roxburgh for whom
even death has become "a literary conceit" (76). They, not Ellen, are the ultimate
prisoners in an illusion which must inevitably be shattered by the fact of their
mortality.
What White has done in this novel, then, is to exploit the Janus-like possibilities
of the frontier, suggesting that White Australian culture will be incomplete until
it comes to terms with the full range of human possibility, above all with the
claims of nature, honoured by Aboriginal culture and intensified by white society's
rejection which has laid the whole burden of them on a people ill prepared to
resist. Ultimately his Australia is not unlike Naipaul's Africa, a place where the
task is to survive. But it is also more positive. Flaws in the Glass confirms what
the rest of his work intimates, that White lives by the secular myth of the writer
who looks to language to initiate different modes of existence, attempting to
express "a grandeur too overwhelming to express",17 And A Fringe of Leaves
comes closest perhaps to being explicit about the nature of this grandeur. What
emerges here from "the wrestling match with an opponent whose limbs never
become material"18 is a return to childhood, to the primitive perception, and the
celebration of mysteries which are primarily mysteries of decay and therefore
of liberation from the confines of the merely material and even of the merely
rational. What Ellen discovers, White implies, is her proper place in the universe,
and she discovers this amongst the Aborigines "in a country designed for human
torment, where even beauty flaunted a hostile radiance, and the spirits of place
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were not hers to conjure up". (248) Her situation is only evil to those who live
by the spirit of possession and desire for mastery. This experience helps her to
unlearn the conceptions of the individual and society inculcated by the Roxburghs
and to return again to the awareness of herself as part of the larger scheme she
knew as a child and glimpses again for the first time one night in Van Diemen's
Land. As she describes it in her journal:
The moon was in its first quarter, the river a faint, silver coil in the
distance. Often on such a night at Z., a country to which I belonged
(more than I did to parents or family) I wId find myself wishing to be
united with my surroundings, not as the dead, but fully alive. Here too,
. .. I begin to feel closer to the country than to any human being.
Reason, and the little I learned from the books I was given ... , tells
me I am wrong in thinking thus, but my instincts hanker after something deeper, which I may not experience this side of death. (104)
A Fringe of Leaves then, stands at the opposite end of the scale to Happy
Valley, White's first novel. There Australia represented an ultimate alienation,
the land and its white inhabitants cut off from one another, towns like Happy
Valley being merely "a peculiarly tenacious scab on the skin of the brown earth".
A Fringe of Leaves, however, celebrates a reconciliation between the two, a renunciation of the pretensions of the enlightenment that leave one grasping still
"at any circumstantial straw which may indicate an ordered universe" (405), in
favour of a more "properly appointed humanism" which takes account of the full
range of existence.
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JOHN BARNES

Charting the Current:
Periodicals and Australian Literature

'Literary activity is often perceived in terms of the lonely individual struggling
for self-expression', writes Bruce Bennett in his Introduction to Cross Currents:
Magazines and Newspapers in Australian Literature; 'However, a more comprehensive and realistic view includes writers, editors, publishers and readers in a
continual process of interaction _. .' While I don't think it unrealistic to see the
writer as 'the lonely individual struggling for self-expression', I would agree that
the circumstances which affect the publication of a writer's work can affect how
and what he writes, and that a study of those circumstances contributes to our
understanding of our literary culture. The subject is of particular relevance in
Australia, where the absence of sympathetic editors, publishers willing to take
a risk, and perceptive readers has so often inhibited and discouraged writers.
Bruce Bennett's concern is with the role of magazines and newspapers rather than
the conditions of book publishing and distribution, and his main (if undeclared)
interest is in what he calls 'the "established" literary magazines of the post-war
period'-Southerly, Meanjin Quarterly, Overland, Quadrant, Westerly, and Australian Literary Studies-to which approximately a quarter of the book is devoted.
Cross Currents consists of seventeen contributions in all-fourteen specially
written for the volume-organized chronologically in five sections, with brief
(generally too brief) editorial notes introducing each section. In the course of
his somewhat perfunctory Introduction the editor describes his 'approach' as 'selective, containing [sic] a mixture of surveys and case histories that give considerable
scope to the personal views of some who have been "close to the source" of their
particular publications'. The blurb on the dust jacket speaks of the contributions
focussing on 'the purpose, function and value of Australia's major literary periodicals and newspapers', a claim that can hardly be accepted as far as newspapers
are concerned. Apart from John McLaren's discussion of book-reviewing in newspapers between 1948 and 1978, and Tom Shapcott's study of the poetry published
in the Bulletin between 1940 and 1960, there is only passing reference to the
existence of newspapers, and no appraisal of the impact they have had on public
taste and receptivity.
The subject of newspapers and their contribution to the literary culture is an
extremely interesting one, certainly deserving of study. Elizabeth Webby, in her
chapter on literary journalism before the Bulletin-that is, before 1880--points
out that the newspapers and magazines of the time, along with libraries and
lectures at Mechanics' Institutes, 'were a means of disseminating literary culture'.
(I think the point holds good well into the twentieth century.) Whatever their
attitudes towards local literary efforts, colonial newspapers by their very nature
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affirmed the strength of the inherited English culture, and perhaps even more
importantly, they affirmed the idea of 'culture'. The obverse of 'the tyranny of
distance' was the reprinting of articles and reviews from English papers, which
meant that, in many ways, the newspaper readers in the colonies were better
informed about the English literary scene than are the readers of today. To some
extent, the dailies and weeklies may be more revealing of the level of culture than
the short-lived reviews and magazines devoted to literature. From a nationalist
viewpoint the attempts of the colonists to promote literary culture seemed of
little account because they were colonial in outlook. However, the research of
Elizabeth Webby and others (such as Ann-Mari Iordens in The Stenhouse Circle)
has in recent years given us a much fuller understanding of the positive achievement of colonial culture. Her contribution to Cross Currents is a model of intelligent scholarship and is an immensely valuable guide for those who are seeking
a perspective on this period. But there is no other contribution which attempts
anything comparable-and on the topic of the influence of newspapers as opposed
to that of literary magazines there is a most extraordinary gap.
Astonishingly, there is no study of the Bulletin in its heyday. Instead, we are
offered A. G. Stephens's previously unpublished diary, which takes up almost
fifty pages of the book. To the reader already familiar with the history of the
period, this collection of gossip, personal reflection and literary comment is interesting, at times fascinating-but it is out of place in this book. True, one gleans
some new facts about the way the Bulletin was run, the most significant being
that Stephens was employed on a weekly basis and had no security of tenure
all the time he was on the staff. The diary is a useful corrective to the impression
most of us have formed of Stephens as being virtually the equal of Archibald
in the Bulletin hierarchy. Leon Cantrell has edited this very human document
admirably, and it is obviously important to anyone seeking to understand the
unstable and contradictory personality of Stephens.
But to anyone seeking to understand the Bulletin and its effect upon Australian
Uterature, Cross Currents offers very little. The omission of any study of the
Bulletin and the nineties really defeats the whole purpose of the book. No other
pUblication has had such a decisive and visible effect on the course of Australian
writing as the Bulletin. In terms of Bruce Bennett's metaphor, the Bulletin was
not a cross current but a main current-for a time, the main current-of creative
literature in Australia. To the student of Australian literature, however, the
Bulletin presents considerable problems. As Patricia Rolfe points out in the Introduction to The Journalistic Javelin, 'There are no archives and records are random
and unreliable'. But while hard facts are scanty there is an abundance of anecdote
and assertion. The so-called 'legend of the nineties' is, in essence, the 'legend of
the Bulletin'. Literary scholarship has achieved a great deal in recent years, but
we still do not have a published study which examines authoritatively the role
of the Bulletin in the making of Australian culture. Patricia Rolfe's centenary
book, in her own words, 'was planned as a simple chronicle for the average
person today', and is not the study in depth a literary historian would like to
have. Such studies as we have tend to look at the Bulletin in isolation from other
newspapers and periodicals of the time; yet if we are to see the Bulletin truly
we need to see it in the context of other publications in the nineties. It is a
daunting task, but it needs to be attempted. It is a major disappoinment of Cross
Currents that it does not deal with what is the most striking Australian instance
of how newspapers and magazines can influence literary creation.
In the literary histories comparatively little attention has been given to the
Bulletin after Stephens's departure in 1906. The paper had its ups and downs,
and it is true that it never again had the central literary role it had in the nineties;
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but it did remain a literary force right up until it was taken over by the Packer
interests and changed out of all recognition. (At the present time, by a stroke
of delightful irony, the paper has once again become a literary force with its
special literary supplements that resulted from the commercial success of the
special centenary issue, which displayed an impressive sample of the riches of its
literary past.) Ian Reid in a brief but stimulating comment on publishing in the
thirties refers to some of the complaints that writers then made about the
Bulletin, but doesn't attempt an evaluation of them. The only contribution to
Cross Currents which does look at the Bulletin in any detail is Tom Shapcott's
survey of the poetry published between 1940 and 1960 when Douglas Stewart was
literary editor. Shapcott's illuminating study is an excellent example of what could
most profitably have been attempted in a collection of this kind. He points out
that with the exception of A. D. Hope and John Manifold, 'virtually every poet
of interest' in Australia between 1940 and 1960 was published in the Bulletin,
and he comments on the significance of this:
It seems remarkable to me that a paper, entering into its last downward slide

in terms of general credibility and falling into an overall exhaustion of ideas
and impUlse, found, in its literary pages, and particularly in its verse pUblication, such a rich vein of creativity. Indeed, the main channel of Australian
poetry was to pass through its pages in the two decades concerned. (p.149)
It is a very important observation, and a reminder that the literary value of a

pUblication may be quite unrelated to its other aspects. Shapcott's article brought
to mind how as a schoolboy in a country town in the forties I bought the Bulletin
each week for the stories and verse it contained. It was in the Bulletin that I first
read such poets as Francis Webb (who hardly conforms to the popular stereotype
of a Bulletin writer), Judith Wright, David Campbell and Rosemary Dobson,
along with such survivors as Roderic Quinn, E. J. Brady and Will Lawson. By
then the Bulletin was, to some extent, living on its past; W. E. FitzHenry had
become a kind of resident historian on the paper, and hardly a week passed
without some note on Bulletin identities of former years. Yet that sense of traditionalism never really inhibited literary discussion on the Red Page under Douglas
Stewart's editorship. There was a 'mateyness', an affection for the past, and a
strong preference for prose writers like Brian James and E. O. Schlunke, who
were seen as carrying on the Bulletin short story line. And of course there was
an extreme political conservatism. My memory of the Bulletin as I first encountered it is of a journal which had, as Tom Shapcott says, 'a rich vein of creativity'.
No weekly pUblication since has ever equalled it. In his History of Australian
Literature H. M. Green, writing from the vantage point of the fifties, thought the
Bulletin was the 'principal centre' of contemporary Australian writing:
... many of the best Australian writers still turn to it automatically; publication in it is still a hallmark, though there are now also other hallmarks; and
it still does more for Australian literature than any other periodical. ... (Vol.
II, p. 1242)
The fact that the Bulletin was a weekly, that it paid well for contributions, and
that it circulated widely were all good reasons why writers, however much they
might have disliked its politics, sent contributions. Original verse and prose was
a feature of the Bulletin from the 1880s onward, and its role in publishing (including book publication) up to 196O-after that date the story changes-would
be a valuable study in itself.
At the same time, we still know surprisingly little about the role of other
papers over the same period. There are a great many interesting questions still to
be answered. Are there other weeklies comparable to the Bulletin in the nineties?
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How does a newspaper like the Australian Worker (to which Lawson contributed)
compare with the Bulletin? What was its readership? Who read a weekly like the
Australasian (which paid large sums for the serial rights of Middlemarch and
Daniel Deronda)? What influence did the major dailies like the Sydney Morning
Herald, The Age and the Argus in Melbourne have? Did reviewers like Archibald
T. Strong in the Melbourne Herald and Walter Murdoch in the Argus have as
much impact as Stephens in the Bulletin? And so on.
Cross Currents gives a better coverage of magazines than of newspapers, though
here again there is a lack of context. The essays on the individual journals are
capably done and usefully informative, but as the authors are either the editors
or, in Bruce Bennett's words, 'close to the source', one can hardly expect detached
and comparative critical discussion. And there is no overview, apart from a perceptive discussion of little magazines in the 1970s by Peter Pierce. (I don't want
to undervalue these essays on the individual journals, and I've no doubt they will
be useful source material in future. Indeed, the collection as a whole would have
been more coherent and less haphazard if it had consisted wholly of such essays).
The reader of Cross Currents who looks for an analysis of the role of magazines
is likely to be disappointed. The central question is: do they matter? Would
Australian literature be very different if they did not exist? One is tempted to say
that the disappearance of one or other of the currently established magazines
probably wouldn't make much difference now, simply because there are now so
many. And yet it would be foolhardy to assume that the differences between the
individual journals don't matter. Michael Wilding, in one of the liveliest contributions, points out that Tabloid Story grew out of the dissatisfaction he and some
of his contemporaries felt with the attitudes towards the selection of fiction in the
existing literary quarterlies at the beginning of the 1970s. It would be interesting
to hear the quarterlies defend themselves, but the design of this collection doesn't
provide for encounters of this kind.
As far as the existing journals are concerned, the reader of Cross Currents can
probably make up his own mind by taking out a SUbscription or going to a library.
One feature of the present scene that is cause for wonder is that magazines like
Southerly and Meanjin have survived for over forty years and become institutions.
Inevitably, magazines which achieve this degree of continuity and stability function
differently from those which begin with a mission and are dependent upon the
enthusiasm and vision (and determination) of a group or even a single person.
Of the now established journals Meanjin has led the way, largely because of the
idealism and editorial skill of its founder, Clem Christesen. If it no longer stands
pre-eminent, that is partly a reflection of the changes that have occurred in our
culture, and partly a reflection of the fact that it is no longer a personal commitment in the way that it was for Christesen. What distinguishes Meanjin from
other personal ventures in the field of 'little magazines' was that Christesen aimed
at a journal that would measure up to the standard of overseas reviews, a national
journal with an international appeal, rather than a vehicle through which to
advance his own philosophy or literary ambitions. The remarkable vitality and
centrality of Meanjin in the immediate post-war years is unlikely to be equalled
in the future-by Meanjin or any other journal.
Looking back on some of the more notable periodical publications, one is led
to reflect on the catholicity of most. Even those who have a clearly marked
political stance have welcomed creative writers across the spectrum. The one
journal which seemed to run clearly counter to prevailing orthodoxy was Angry
Penguins, of which Peter Cowan gives a very just account in this book. Speaking
of the impact of the journal upon him, he says: 'It was a sudden revelation of
possibilities one had not thought existed.' From this distance one can appreciate
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just what a creative undertaking it was. The whirligig of time has brought in its
revenges. The Ern Malley hoax which, in the eyes of the general public at the
time, exposed the pretension of the Angry Penguin enterprise now seems more an
expression of prejudice and resistance to experiment than a victory over the
dunces. Perhaps more than any other literary journal in Australia, Angry Penguins
was the voice of a genuine avant-garde in the arts (not merely writing). With the
passage of time, Angry Penguins appears less and less the irresponsible and extremist magazine its detractors genuinely thought it to be, as the achievements of
the artists and writers associated with it look more and more permanent. We can
now see that what appeared to be a cross current was a main current.
Angry Penguins makes an interesting contrast with Vision, nearly twenty years
earlier and superficially similar in its anti· conventionalism. Jack Lindsay has
already written his version of events, and he repeats it here with characteristic
vigour. While he does not resist the temptation to talk of 'the Vision Movement',
he does take a critical view of the magazine, claiming little more than that it
cleared the ground for Slessor and Fitzgerald. (Incidentally, Bruce Bennett is quite
wrong in saying as he does, that Vision 'promoted the poetry of Brennan'.) Jack
Lindsay's observations on the limitations of the Vision perspective on Australiaespecially its ignorance of 'the social question' as he puts it-are very much to
the point. But they could be pushed much harder than he, understandably, cares
to push them. He expounds his immature ideas with customary enthusiasm, and
is more protective of his younger self than future historians are likely to be. When
quoting from the Foreword he wrote to the first issue, he omits some of the more
extravagant pronouncements. Nor does he refer to such adolescent exuberances as
'Screamers in Bedlam', a feature devoted to attack on what Vision regarded as
'Modernism'. (Comparable, perhaps, to the 'Pseud's Corner' of Quadrant, it on
one occasion included captioned photographs of-among others-Edith Sitwell:
The coarse peasant-like ossification of the image in Edith Sitwell's work, which
assumes to be very subtle and refined ( !), is not belied in these equine lineaments';
D. H. Lawrence: 'doing his best to look like a sewer rat'; and Van Gogh: 'a
typical mean peasant face'.)

A reader of Vision is likely to be struck by two things. First, the mixture of
immaturity and precocity which characterizes the writing in the journal. Second,
its surprising remoteness from contemporary life-from any sort of life, in fact.
Norman Lindsay's elegant drawings of satyrs, centaurs, mermaids and merman
accompany poems and stories the predominant mode of which is fantasy. The
atmosphere is that of the English Nineties: the 'real' world of returned soldiers,
farmers, factory workers, and university students hardly impinges. The enterprise
was anti-Modernist, but one gets very little sense from its pages of what constituted Modernism. The most visible target of Vision seems to have been Edith
Sitwell, who was taken to be a leader of Modernism.
This is an instance where someone other than the editor would have given a
more illuminating and accurate appraisal-for all that Jack Lindsay's recollections
and later reflections are interesting. The point is of some consequence, as Vision
bulks large in the sketch of Australian literary history which Cross Currents gives.
Vision should not be ignored, but while it represents a resistance to Modernism
that was strong, it has to be recognized as essentially a manifestation of Lindsay
energies and attitudes. (It is relevant to note that half of the first issue was
written by Jack Lindsay himself, using various names.) For Slessor-the major
creative talent associated with the enterprise-Vision was not the liberating experience which Lindsay makes it sound: if anything, it represented an outlook
Slessor had to transcend in order to develop as a modern poet.
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Vision has attracted a great deal of attention because it presented the work of
a small but talented group of Lindsays and their friends. The situation was very
different with the Jindyworobaks: the leading figures were not major writers, but
the 'movement' did stimulate the creative energies of a wide range of writers.
Rather surprisingly, given the renewed interest in the Jindyworobaks, there is no
discussion of the movement from the perspective of the present. Rex Ingamell's
1948 survey, which is printed here, is a historical document of considerable value,
but it is not much help to the reader trying to see the Jindies in relation to other
aspects of the literary scene. And in the absence of adequate annotation and
bibliographical information, the reader will have to go elsewhere for even the
most basic information about the 'Movement' after 1948.
At this distance, Rex Ingamells seems almost touchingly naive in his approach.
His basic concern with what he called 'environmental values', his recognition of
the problem of idiom in a colonial culture, his respect for Aboriginal culture, and
his nationalism all strike a chord in us today. The work of Judith Wright and her
contemporaries owes something to the spirit, if not the example, of the Jindyworobak poets. Rex Ingamells's energy and dedication were greater than his
creative talent: he formed a Club, coined a name, designed an imprint-an
aborigine by the camp-fire-and personally attended to all the externals of a
national literary movement. 'Our first concern, as a Movement, is Australian
Literature. Anyone serving that may express himself or herself reasonably in our
publications .. .' It was the strength of his belief, his dedication, which kept it
going. After Ingamells's untimely death in a car accident in 1955 the organization
disintegrated. The pUblications had never been a financial success: the attempt to
publish a magazine-appropriately named Venture-was a failure. Yet the Jindyworobak idea did matter in a way not suggested by the absurdities, the mediocrity
and the sheer propaganda that appeared under the label.

Like Venture and Angry Penguins, Meanjin, Overland, and Quadrant all began
with a strong sense of purpose. Quadrant'S political stance is as clearly marked as
ever, but its literary content, especially since Vivian Smith became literary editor,
does not exhibit a corresponding narrowness. Overland maintains 'a radical
editorial stance', as Stephen Murray-Smith puts it, but the magazine and its
founder-editor have mellowed with the passing of the years. In their beginnings
Meanjin, Overland and Quadrant were associated with particular groups of
writers or attitudes to writing-Christesen and McAuley were themselves poets,
of course. Today there is no direct connection between the magazine establishment and groups of creative writers. One could hardly say that any of
the established journals offers much in the way of literary challenges: they are
eclectic, decorous, responsible and-tell it not in Gath!-academic. The expansion of Australian universities in the sixties and the accompanying expansion and
consolidation of Australian literature as a subject has had a very profound effect
on the literary magazines. Southerly, from the start located in a university, has
under the editorship of Gerry Wilkes settled down to become a vehicle for
academic studies of Australian literature, with a leavening of short stories and
poems, again confined to Australian authors. Australian Literary Studies, founded
by Laurie Hergenhan in the University of Tasmania and now in the University
of Queensland, has quietly but effectively fulfilled its intended function as a
journal of research in Australian literature. These two journals are now virtually
indispensable resources for the study of Australian literary culture: they are
significant less for their relationship to what is being written now than for their
relationship to what is being studied-though neither, it should be said, is unresponsive to contemporary writing. Southerly and Australian Literary Studies offer
opportunities for the pUblication of research; they set standards of scholarship;
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and they promote interest in the forms and kinds of study being undertaken.
Obviously, they are far removed from the sort of journal which exists to publish
the work of a particular group or to promote certain approaches to creative
writing. There is an extraordinary number of such little magazines at anyone
time: in spite of all the difficulties they keep on emerging, their founders unperturbed by the high mortality rate of such ventures. These magazines of creative
writing compete for audience with other members of the establishment-Meanjin,
Overland, Quadrant and, of course, Westerly-which regularly aim at a balance
of creative and critical writing.
In his thoughtful piece on Meanjin, Chris Wallace-Crabbe remarks that 'Australia at present probably has more literary and critical journals than the critical
pool can sustain'. It's a provocative observation which it would be interesting to
hear debated. Unfortunately, the design of this book doesn't allow for any discussion of such issues. The present situation is unparalleled in Australia's past.
Until fairly recently it would have seemed philistine to question the number of
literary and critical journals-and even twenty years ago it would have seemed
inconceivable that we should even have an over-supply of such publications.
The 'establishment' journals with public funding and steady circulations are bound
to attract the envy of newer pUblications which have little hope of substantial
government patronage. The establishment has, so to speak, proved its value by
the sheer fact of survival during the lean years; but it is equally true that in the
present scene no single pUblication can have the value or the degree of influence
they had in their earlier years. We now have more diversity, more specialization,
more professionalism than ever before; and therein, perhaps, lies the most serious
challenge to journals like Meanjin, Overland, Quadrant and Westerly which aim
to embrace a range of interests and hope to interest the non-specialist reader.
Although the contents of these journals-with the recurrence of the same topics,
and the same writers-might sometimes suggest that the disappearance of one
or other wouldn't make much difference, I doubt if that is really the case. I
suspect that we don't really appreciate the value of a periodical pUblication until
it ceases to appear-and then it is too late. The existence of periodicals does make
for the exchange of ideas and, in a sense, the size of the cultural pool is partly
dtermined by their existence. One does not have to accept Matthew Arnold's
claim that the creative power depends upon the critical in order to appreciate
the importance for literature of the 'current of ideas' in the society out of which
that literature comes.
The metaphor, which Bruce Bennett has used for the title of this collection,
implies an interpretation of the place of periodicals in Australian intellectual
history. 'A noticeable characteristic of these publications', he writes, 'is that they
often cut across the prevailing artistic, social or political currents of their time:
hence the title Cross Currents.' The book itself adds nothing to this throw-away
observation. There are some valuable contributions to literary history in this
anthology, but they are isolated, and reflect specific research projects-Elizabeth
Webby on early colonial culture, Craig Munro on P. R. Stephensen, for example.
The book lacks an adequate conceptual framework, and does not recognize the
problems inherent in undertaking the sort of survey attempted. It does prompt
one to remark on the way in which the writing of Australian literary history has
lagged behind the writing of social, economic and political history. The relationship of periodicals such as Angry Penguins or Meanjin to the 'prevailing currents',
and their effect upon those 'prevailing currents' is a subject of the greatest interest.
However we should not be too confident that we can chart the 'cross currents'
before we have identified the main currents. And that, as this book reveals by
default, is something we have yet to do.
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ERIC BEACH

in th pink
for ania walwicz

I was born in th pink ... I was milk shadow on a mountain ...
I was a handful ... my nanny wouldn't knit me pink ... she got
half a sleeve done then she had to stop ... I was blue ... I
had th blues, now ... I ran away from home on 3 wheels ... it
was blue & I got lost on my way to dad's work ... my face
went pink & someone screwed it up & I cried ... they took me
home & I had scones with raspberry jam ... I played football,
I chased th egg ... I hit blue for 6 ... I missed ... I took
blue showers to stop pink thoughts ... I was a blood brother,
I pinked myself ... I said 'period' to my sister ... she ran
& told mum ... I saw this flower, this big red sticking up thing
... I knew I was a baby again ... I was hungry & I didn't know
what to do ... I was in a blue funk ... I held hands with a
sunset ... I was colourless ... I found out where it went ...
I was in th dark & I found out ... I was a born again pinko
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BOOKS
Andrew Taylor, Selected Poems, University of
Queensland Press, $5.95.
Fay Zwicky, Kaddish and Other Poems, University of Queensland Press, $5.95.
It would be tempting to take these two volumes, Andrew Taylor's Selected Poems and
Fay Zwicky's Kaddish, as examples of two
trends or two voices in Australian poetry.
Andrew Taylor's style is cool, relaxed, easy;
international in flavour; sophisticated without
being glossy or clever. His poetry is not in any
obvious sense derivative, but it is clearly the
work of someone who has read with interest,
sympathy and understanding a great deal of
contemporary American verse. Fay Zwicky's
style on the other hand is highly individualat times to the point of an almost jagged
awkwardness. It can be heavily literary and
devastatingly simple within the one poem, confidently eloquent and apparently confused and
uncertain. But her poetry is always deeply felt
and intelligently engaged with its subject; and
her most successful pieces are remarkably
powerful and effective.
But although it might be tempting to develop
such a general argument it would not take us
very far and it would not really be fair to the
two poets under review. Fay Zwicky resists any
attempt to label her; and although Andrew
Taylor may be read as an example of how
Australian poetry has come to terms with the
contemporary scene, such a reading obscures
his own particular and idiosyncratic virtues.
The things I find most interesting and valuable
in his work are not necessarily those that make
it 'historically' relevant.
That it does have such a relevance however
is made abundantly clear by this volume. The
body of work he has produced over the last
twenty or so years adds up to a substantial
achievement; and it is good to see so much of
it brought together into the one volume. One
criticism must be made, however: for a Selected Poems it is not sufficiently selective. I wish
the poet had been a bit less self-indulgent.
The volume as a whole gives an impression
of blandness, fluency and charm that is misleading.
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Andrew Taylor's best poems have an underlying boney structure and an emotional energy
and intensity that give them real strength and
substantiality. 'Night Pieces', a recent sequence,
for instance, shows him at his delicate and
original best-and by comparison makes earlier
work like 'Ah, brave new World' or 'Seven
Years Later', seem rather flabby.
The tone of 'Night Pieces' is modest, meditative, gentle. The poet wakes in the small hours
of the morning beside the woman he now
loves, dreaming of birds in cages, of his son
by a previous marriage, thinking of his first
wife, floating as it were on the borders of sleep
and wake, of dream and reality, of the remembered and the present world. Images of fish in
ponds, birds in gardens, of loss and fulfilment,
emerge naturally and easily into the world of
the poem, and are then unobtrusively caught
up and brought together into a tightly focussed
passage of almost raw feeling:
The fish drift totally asleep
in the pond
the wagtails are dozing
in their dark leaves
she's demanding
now of all times the inevitable time
the time I can never give back
it's stained with almost a third of my life
it would tear my lungs out by the arteries
like a gutted fish and by the heart
to give it all back
my bright boy's bobbing beside her
he goes with her to supermarkets and parties
he flashes through my dream like a goldfinch
'Night Pieces', like a number of the other
poems in the first section of this volume, 'New
Poems: 1975-1980', is a beautifully assured and
masterly example of poetic craft, and indicates
clearly that Andrew Taylor has attained a
maturity of style and an unself-conscious confidence, that were lacking in the poems of his
middle period. The best pieces from his first
collection, The Cool Change: 1960-1970, have
worn extremely well: 'A Passage to India',
The Nocturne in the Corner Phone Box', 'Developing a Wife', are urbane, witty, originalthe work clearly of someone with great natural
poetic gifts, a lovely ear for language and a
sharp eye. But Ice Fishing: 1970-1972 and The
Cat's Chin and Ears: 1971-1973 in retrospect
look like the efforts of someone who is trying
to find out what he wants to say and how he
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wants to say it-the work of someone, perhaps,
who is trying to find out who he is. It is not
without significance, perhaps, that the best
poems from this period are about cats rather
than people.
Parabolas: 1975, a series of surrealistic prose
poems, is an interesting and impressive achievement, a visionary sequence that seems to have
given the poet a way of approaching obliquely
aspects of his own life that were perhaps too
private, too difficult or too painful to confront
directly. It is claimed that these poems were
'epoch -making in their Australian context'-an
observation difficult either to confirm or refute
-but there can be no doubt that they marked
a significant stage in Andrew Taylor's own development. The poetry he is writing now has
an enviable ease and assurance. It is unpretentious, civilized, engaging-sometimes it is
slight, but it is never trivial; and it is capable
always of surprising and delighting the reader.
Fay Zwicky's Kaddish is, in bulk at least,
a much more modest work. It is the poet's
second volume-and it represents a remarkable
advance on her first. Kaddish, indeed, takes
her clearly into the front rank of the poetsparticularly the women poets-now writing in
Australia.
The poem which gives the book its title bears
as an epigraph the words, 'Lord of the divided,
heal!' This plea or prayer could serve as an
epigraph to the whole volume. Fay Zwicky is
concerned throughout her poetry with division
and conflict as essential elements in the human
situation, with the suffering, pain or simple discomfort that they may bring about, and with
the necessity and urge to reconcile, to transcend
-in short, to heal the wounds of division.
'Kaddish' is a Jewish lament for the death
of her father who was a doctor. To be Jewish
is to be aware in a special way of division and
dispossession; and death, for all of us, those
who die and those who remain, is the ultimate
act of separation. A doctor is one who healsbut one who may use in his profession the
'healing knife', the instrument that cuts and
sets apart.
To conduct this sort of exegesis is to make
the poem sound portentous and over-deliberate,
and it is none of these things (although it must
be admitted that a certain symbolic heavyhandedness offers a temptation to Fay Zwicky
that she does not always resist strongly enough
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-the weakest poems in the collection, 'Cleft'
and 'Identity', suffer from this defect). But
there is nothing weak or ham-fisted about
'Kaddish'. It is a confident, passionate, complex
-but emotionally direct-poem, that crackles
with energy and feeling. It is angry, grieving,
affectionate, often funny and in the end properly joyful. The complexities in the work don't
arise from confusion or contradiction but from
compression, for 'Kaddish' is not merely an
elegy for a dead man it is also a vivid dramatic
evocation of family life; specifically of life in
a Melbourne Jewish family consisting of three
talented and individualistic daughters, an ambitious mother and a father removed for four
vital years by the war:
Papa's a civilian again, mother is coiled in a
corset,
Dispenses perfection with:
Castor oil
Tapestry
Tablecloths (white)
Rectal thermometers
Czerny and prunes
Sonatinas of Hummel
The white meat of chicken
The white meat of fish
The maids and the lost silver.
Lord, I am good for nothing, shall never know
want.
Blinded, I burn, am led not into temptation.

*

*

*

*

Thou shalt not exclude thyself from:
The collective body of the family
The collective body of the race
The collective body of the nation
Therefore repeat after me:
"This is done because of what the Eternal did
For me when I carne forth from Egypt."
The wicked wants always the last word (for all
the good
It does): "Had I been there, I would still not be
worth
My redemption." Nothing more may be eaten,
a beating will
Take place in the laundry. Naked.
When these and other similarly intimate flashes of childhood and adolescent memory are
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mingled with ritual Aramaic phrases from the
Kaddish itself the result is a poem at once
densely textured, vibrant and eloquent. 'Kaddish', in short, is a splendid and strikingly
individual achievement. The short poems that
immediately follow it vary greatly in quality.
Three, however, seem to me remarkably fine:
the first two of the Three Songs of Love and
Hate': The Stone Dolphin' and 'Jack Frost',
and 'Lamb'. The paradoxes and contradictions,
the joy and anguish of a 'difficult' odi et amo
relationship are imaged and expressed with
unusual clarity and feeling in the first two
poems; and the third combines a startling
physical directness with a Blake-like simplicity:
one does not soon forget lines like the following:
This is its mother too.
A straw hangs on her lip
And all the folk are sighing for
The little creature as they
Sighed when I dropped bloody
From my mother's hole
The major part of the volume is taken up
with a longish sequence, 'Ark Voices'. Like
'Kaddish' it is a virtuoso achievement, though
in a rather more deliberately bravura manner.
Fay Zwicky runs real risks in this piece of appearing imitative or tenuously derivative. She
triumphantly overcomes them: she refuses to
be deterred by the example of Ted Hughes, or
the ghosts of Lawrence and Roethke, or for
that matter Saint-Saens and Shakespeare. Nor
does she allow herself to be put off by the fact
that she has spent a large part of her life teaching English literature. Using the full resources
of the language, and with a thoroughly laudable determination to enjoy herself, she has
produced a sequence of delightful dramatic
pieces in which some of the voyagers in Noah's
ark express and present themselves. Mrs Noah,
with her matriarchal dedication
To save to save merely-no matter
What or whom-to save
gives weight to the whole series, as in another
way do the hippopotami, whose comically tender 'Hipposonnets' are unexpectedly successful.
Finally there are four poems on poetry and
the poet-The Artist', 'The Poet gives a Reading', 'The Poet puts it Away' and The Poet
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asks Forgiveness'. The second and third of
these give a wickedly accurate and funny view
of the macho poet-performer, seen mainly
from the woman's standpoint. But there is a
degree of sympathy and self-criticism in these
poems also: the poet may be a fool and a
chauvinist bore, but it is the fact that he is a
poet that is in the end important. The last
poem is a plea for forgiveness; and The artist'
ends with a beautifully ambiguous statement
You are an artist.
God will forgive you
for your talent.
'Kaddish'-the poem, not the volume-has
rightly excited a deal of enthusiastic comment
since it first appeared. It is an exceptional
poem-but as the volume convincingly demonstrates it is no mere flash in the pan. Fay
Zwicky gives the impression with this collection that she is now firmly launched on her
poetic career; and that we can confidently look
forward to seeing a lot more of her poetry.
Her next volume will be eagerly awaited.
R. F. BRISSENDEN

Ian Moffitt, The Retreat of Radiance, Sydney,
Collins, 1982.
In the long run books are what their readers
make them. So it may be that Ian Moffitt's
The Retreat of Radiance, promoted to be a best
seller, has not been well served by its readers
for that reason. Best-sellers, by definition, go
with the grain of their society, but as I read it
this is a book which questions the myths of
power and potency, challenges rather than relies on stock response. In this sense the advertising is right; this is a thriller with a difference,
one "which stands on its own as literature".
True "literature" is not an easy word to define.
But here I think Pierre Machiery is right,l
social reality is involved and is indeed what
needs to be discussed. Aesthetically The
Retreat of Radiance is not compelling, its
style flat and pedestrian, its situation contrived
and its characters unconvincing. Its force lies
elsewhere, in the understanding it offers of the
world we live in, and it is this understanding I
want to discuss here.
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Even its structure is in contrast with the
usual thriller, with its swift, eventful and compelling plot which carries the reader along like
a beautiful machine. The Retreat of Radiance's
story is discontinuous, keeps turning back on
itself, circling painfully, almost obsessively,
around a point of inaction rather than action,
the events at The Retreat of Radiance, a mountain shrine in China where the central character, Quinn, witnessed a massacre by the corrupt
Nationalist General Keh in the last days of
that regime. Where the thriller's hero usually
exists outside all laws with a special licence to
kill, Moffitt's hero is troubled by his conscience, not so much for what he has done but
for what he has failed to do, for his complicity
in an evil he is not personally responsible for
and can do or could have done very little to
prevent. So instead of offering escape into sensational fantasy, Moffitt's book provokes
thought, challenging the will to escape by calling it to account. His hero is not the projec·
tion of desire, like James Bond, for instance,
witty, sexually potent, physically heroic, endlessly resourceful and triumphant, but wan and
indecisive, possibly neurotic and certainly disturbed by questions of moral responsibility, a
man not so much master of his fate as imprisoned in it - he achieves his goal finally more
by accident than design.
Here, then, the determined finitude, the militant disregard of the personal, characteristic of
most thrillers, gives way to questions about the
nature of evil and responsibility for it - Quinn
decides to return to China to the scene of the
massacre and confront Keh with his crime and about the possibility of freedom in a world
organized to destroy it. An earnest book, then,
written by a man who has been a journalist,
who knows what he is writing about and
directs the reader to it, offering information
about the world we live in rather than distraction from it. In this sense The Retreat of
Radiance is an old-fashioned work, at the other
end of the scale from the high fictitiousness of
the fabulists, writers like Marquez and Borges
on the international scene and Casey, Ireland
and Hall locally, who find a way to freedom
by reimagining the world. But Moffitt is not
the only contemporary Australian writer at this
end of the scale; Koch, Drewe and d'Alpuget,
for instance, have also written novels of this
kind, concerned with the appearances, to describe them as a means to their interrogation.
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The pleasure for the reader lies, therefore, in
recognition, first of all, and then in interrogation. But it is significant that Moffitt makes a
great deal of his hero's sense of himself as an
Australian, as one with it, "oblique, defeated,
the bitter lonely land itself, its ribs rubbed
sharp as bullock bones." (I5) His father is
also a type, "the bush timber cutter and horse
breaker and occasional tent boxer who had
stormed Gallipoli" (45) and been gassed and
maimed in France. So, too, is his friend and
hero, Doyle, a veteran this time of World War
II, of the campaigns in Greece and Crete, who
has escaped from a p.o.w. camp in Germany.
But Hong Kong, China and Taiwan and the
people Quinn meets there are also presented in
terms of cliche; Nationalist China is a "diseased woman", (77) Hong Kong "final poison
port of the Old China Hands" (52), Communist China a place of peace and serenity, Taiwan
full of night clubs and apparently dominated
by Keh's international tourist resort.
But the cliches are used here for their own
unmasking, the point of Moffitt's critique being
that people have been dehumanised. The densities and complexities of the individual life give
way to sameness, the emotional lethargy which
pervades the book, pervading the consciousness
of its main character, Quinn, and the rendering
of that consciousness and his environment. So
people tend to dissolve and place seems to prevail over human purpose.
This intuition, built into the novel's construction, sets it apart from the other novels mentioned, Drewe's A Cry in the Jungle Bar,
Koch's The Year of Living Dangerously and
d'Alpuget's Turtle Beach and Monkeys in the
Dark, also concerned with Australians in Asia.
For them, place remains more or less subordinate, a background to the action. For Moffitt,
however, space is no longer inert, something
fixed and immobile, but living and fecund, free
in its own right. So from childhood Quinn
feels the force of his environment:
He had never relaxed in the ragged
coastal bush of Australia: he knew it too
well. Alone, he had always awaited an
interruption there, fixed in the invisible eye
of the madman, the murderer, the lizard,
the snake, his haunted imagination; fear
scraping around the perimeter of vision
(244).
Somehow he seems to see his fate inscribed
there in the land, the fate of "generations bred
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to die'" (38) in wars on the other side of the
world:
The bush had been a vision of death for
as long as he could remember - bristling
in the back of his brain. imperious to puny
human achievement. 'I'm waiting for you
to fail,' it had told him in childhood. (232).
Similarly, when he first goes to China seeking "romance and adventure ... love and courage bursting above him like starshells; exalting him, magnifying him, enriching him!" (54)
the environment destroys his dreams, pressing
upon him the facts of human corruption.
Thirty years later, however, the same environment works on him differently:
Here, man blended naturally with river
and field, peak and sky; slowly absorbing
their deep truths while the bureaucrats frantically planted their lies. The peace which
submerged Kwangsi surmounted dogma, the
parroting of production yields, the bloody
power game. (244).
The cliches here have a political point: as
Ricoeur has observed, the manifestation of
one's sense of self "on the 'cosmos' and .
in the 'psyche' are the same thing".2 Quinn's
sense of himself as an Australian is oppressive,
almost paranoic; powers are at work on him,
his family and his friends which he neither
understands nor can control, powers so insidious that he finds it very difficult to contest
them. Being Australian means being still in a
state of minority, "an Antipodean child in a
tainted world of alien adults" (72). Koch and
Drewe and, to a lesser extent, d'Alpuget echo
this feeling also, but Moffitt, author of the
V Jack Society, pursues it to its source, advancing what is in effect a socio-political thesis
about the nature of power and Australian subjection to it.
This thesis is stated most clearly perhaps in
the description of Quinn's friend, Doyle, whose
"pale gleaming eyes of a crouching tiger" indicate the savagery of the world he inhabits:
Those eyes had burned into the nation's
race memory from a thousand fading
photographs of the boxer Les Darcy in a
thousand Australian bars; they glittered
with the empty cruelty of the golden eagle
on the Church of England pUlpit at Wongbok: the hard chip Australian eyes of
drought and war and depression. (47-8).
But it is Quinn's story which traces this obscure sense of menace to its source, to the sysWESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1983

tern at the moment presided over by General
Keh. Realizing his responsibility for Doyle's
suicide, Quinn begins to discern the nature not
only of this empire but also of the power on
which it is based:
Somewhere behind [this] death, Quinn began to suspect as the years unfolded . . .
strutted a Jolly murderer ... General Keh
Shih-Kai, a supporter of the World Wildlife
Fund, a pillar of UNICEF, a merry prankster during horsey events each year at
Olympia and Windsor ... the owner of a
vast amusement park in Taiwan . . . beloved killer and corrupter, who prospered
more and more as each decade unfolded,
while all the people who really mattered to
Quinn were withering in exile or under the
ground. (68).
Keh's empire may have been founded on
murder, or the massacre at the Retreat of
Radiance which gave him access to the gold
hidden there but he rules from within, by the
stimulation of desire. His nightclubs, brothels,
and vast amusement park in Taiwan are part
of his international system of drug running and
his means of control. So Moffitt presents him
as the master of the "great fantasy" which pervades Western society, the idea of a social
body said to be "constituted by the universality of wills . . . [but actually] the effect not of
a consensus but of the materiality of power
operating on the very bodies of individuals".3
Lady Bertha Earnshaw who figures in the book
as the Evil Woman, the Great Whore, is the
embodiment of the crude materiality of this
power, the projection of the impotent desires
of Larsen, the CIA agent.
[His] own big, breathing ex-Gaiety Girl of
the mind: a mother-aunt-wife-Iover wrapped up in the opulent San Francisco saloons
of his imagination, all crimson plush and
gilt mirrors and ostrich plumes and ribald
song with Bertha swooping above it on a
high swing while he attempted to lure her
down into sexual extravagances which he
had never dared. Larsen - Humphrey
Bogart growling, 'C'mon down, kid', with a
suspender belt hidden beneath his raincoat.
(26).

At the other end of the scale, Dorothy, the
Good Woman, is described in terms of her
house. She is Larsen's wife, and thus exists as
an object in the midst of objects:
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The sofa sprinkled with canna and cracked Liberty BelIs; the sideboard crammed
with crystal as Larsen pressed his shoe on a
loose board; the Biblical inscriptions on
the Gothic gold-medal plates around the
light switches; the Sacred Heart on the
landing; the white cafe curtains and hobnail
glass and candles and miniature eagles; the
whole low-frosted boredom of it all. (27).
Even Keh, supposedly its master, is affected by
the system. Seeing him again after thirty years
Quinn sees the changes evident in his body:
Once he had been as round and firm as a
beach ball, but age and excess had deflated
him. The fat and vigour had leaked steadily from him down the years, exposing the
bones of his once-pudgy little face and
shrivelling his neck. Lady Earnshaw must
have very nearly finished him off. (312).
The point about the destructiveness of desire, obvious here, is made more explicit by
having Keh discover the site for his amusement
park on the day of Kennedy's assassination, a
day on which he feels himself "the only man
alive." (217). The rule of eros is the rule of
death, and the system it inaugurates as "the
power house of the nation in Washington" was
grinding to a halt, is the system of "imaginary
geopolitics" described by Foucault, a system
which rules from within:
Between every point of [the] social body,
between a man and a woman, between
members of a family, between the master
and his pupil, between everyone who
knows and everyone who does not, there
exists relations of power which are not
purely and simply a projection of the sovreign's great power over the individual; they
are rather the concrete changing soil in
which the sovereign's power is grounded,
the conditions make it possible for it to
function. 4
So Keh presents himself to the masses as the
master of desire, a military hero on a white
horse, and looks down on the world below his
palace as if it were a sleeping woman, "the
pubic rainforest the round fold of her thighs,
the peaks ... her breasts". (217).
In effect, then, Moffitt is suggesting, as Foucault does, that the body has become the central issue of political power and control in our
world and that the economic exploitation of
eroticisation is the means by which people are
seduced into subjection, turned into obedient
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consumers and pleasure-seekers. Stimulation,
not repression, makes for the tyranny whose
destructive power is summed up here in the
image of the young Chinese drowned in the attempt to reach Hong Kong, shrine of the consumer society:
He was . . . young . . . in blue cotton
shorts with a deflated motor tyre still twisted around his ribs, and dead eyes which
stared up at the Nikon cameras dangling
around necks, the gay Hawaii holiday shirt,
the Florsheim shoes; the flow of capitalism
which had beckoned to him over the black
water from some dreary commune. (138-9).
At the other end of the scale, there is the
Australian tourist who storms away from this
sight, disgustedly declaring that "it shouldn't be
allowed", since it has spoiled her holiday.
Awareness is both painful and dangerous, and
she has been conditioned to comfort and pleasure.
In this context, Quinn's emotional numbnes&
becomes significant. He refuses to be seduced
by desire, is prepared to live with bleakness,
with the "emptiness he senses" beyond the limits of his own little life" (10). The strange
letter he writes on his 49th birthday to "Dear
Rock, Dear Leaf Mould" this figures as a kind
of manifesto, his response to the memory of
his 19th birthday, the day of the massacre with
which the book opens. Defining himself as
someone who exists in a void, he affirms this
definition as he concludes his letter: "Perhaps,
like you, I belong most truly in the world of
crickets, of dogs which bark faintly, far away,
plucking the primeval chord." (10). This is
the perspective, too, with which the book ends,
with its last words spoken by a half-comic
Japanese clergyman bumping away with Quinn
in a tourist bus from Keh's pleasure park:
"apart from the vibrations there is nothing."
(324).
This sense of emptiness, the other side of
emotional evasiveness and personal wariness,
is said to be characteristicalIy Australian, but
Moffitt pushes it further here, including it in
his political analysis. Where other writers in
the tradition of White, KenealIy and Stow draw
metaphysical conclusions, he, like his main
character, seems determinedly, if sadly, secular. Quinn's father was a Roman Catholic,
excommunicated, however for some profanation of a church when he was in France. But
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thing distant, 'of no more consequence than the
sheet lightning on the horizon like the silent
re-run of some old war." (21). The point being
made here is that, refusing drugs of all kinds,
he is the ultimate antagonist of the empire
of fantasy, whose figurehead is Keh. Quinn's
meeting with Keh is thus the decisive point
of his life. The General on the white horse,
champion of anti-Communism, he prepresents
all the young Australian has been taught to
admire and believe in. But Quinn sees him for
what he really is, a murderer and refuses to
forget what he has seen, returning disillusioned
to Australia, refusing to take any further part
in the collective fantasy in which such men can
figure as heroes and grow wealthy and powerful.
Quinn matters, then, because he is an exemplary figure, the man who resists tyranny. But
the heroism he represents, romantic though it
may be, is not presented romantically, partIy
because Moffitt's view of his situation is more
clear-eyed than usual - Ned Kelly and the
Anzacs, for instance, are figures of energy but
Moffitt suggests that the system in effect today
works to rob people of their own energies and
replace them with constant stimulation from
without. So his hero is debilitated and his heroism primarily a matter of intelligence, of not
only recognizing the evil which is destroying
him from within, the guilt of his involvement
in Keh's system, but naming it and then daring
to confront Keh with his crimes.
The moral is clear, even schematic, like the
book as a whole. Its emotional force, however,
lies in its implicit links with another strain in
Australian culture, the sardonic, even masochistic sense of the painfulness of existence.
Quinn, like his father and Doyle, is the archetypical loser. What he loses, first, is the innocence which sends him to China at the age of
nineteen. Returning to Australia, he then loses
his wife and children in a road accident - the
truck which cripples his daughter an obvious
symbol for the juggernaut of power which is
destroying his life. But his sardonic sense
keeps him going. Refusing to join in the collective fantasy he sees life as it is, painful,
and himself as an outsider because he insists
on living with this bleak truth. This makes him
a lonely man, like his hero, Doyle, a man of
distances, inhabitant of the desert which is not
so much a physical as a psychic fact, "the
limbo of the castaways".5
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In this sense, though The Retreat of Radiance is very different from Gerald Murnane's
allusive novella, Quinn is a "plainsman", a
"traveller in a boundless landscape", in search
of the true story of his life which is to be
found somewhere out there in its endlessness. 6
The curious sense of grey monotony in which
he exists is thus an essential part of the book's
critique of society, expressive as it is of the
void in which he exists, in the never-never of
the antipodes, the opposite side of the world to
the one inhabited by the majority. That his
ability to live with the tensions of this existence
is called madness is another part of this critique -like Foucault, Moffitt understands that
the definition of madness is a form of social
control. So Quinn is "secretly pleased" to be
"going a bit around the bend" in a society he
sees is "anaesthetised". For him the "only
worthwhile people ... were a trifle mad" (13).
they recognize the mortality which the pleasure
principle denies. Quinn defines himself therefore in terms of his finitude, his sense of growing older and more vulnerable. "life ... closing
its pale circle; the trees crowding closer to
outlive him." (15). Loss, then, becomes his
strength; it enables him to live with meaninglessness, to see himself as a kind of court
jester "shaking his belled cap" (10) against a
backdrop of absurdity.
Here, too, Moffitt is drawing on stereotypes
-Furphy's Tom Collins at one extreme and the
Anzacs at the other, people who are jesters,
dangerous to tyranny for the way they are able
to endure its absurdities and still keep their
dignity. So, Quinn's boast to the nightclub singer he meets in Taiwan has all the extremity of
Lear's fool, an extremity reinforced by the fact
that he is drunk and refuses to go to bed with
her:
"I'm all or nothing ... I'm a ring barked
paddock in the moonlight, I'm the silence in
the bush after the rails stop quivering . . .
I'm my land. I'm the painted fighters in
Sharman's test. I'm a cricket beyond the
glow of the farm-house. I'm a diatom beneath the hoof of a Friesian". (280).
Having been a loser in a country of losers he
has never had the illusions of mastery which
distract so many from the truth of their situation in the world of multinationals and universal surveillance. The country itself has provided an image of his situation:
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Each night the pale skeletons of the eucalypts around the town had lit the river flats
for dramas which never began. No unearthly shadow had ever detached itself from the
tree-line there; the mystery had tingled with
unfulfilled promise in the bend of drowsy
creeks . . . He had grown up there as a
stranger, yearning for signs with all the
other strangers. (99).
These signs are never given, of course, but
the determined acceptance of this fact becomes
a form of heroism on the one hand and an
affront to the power Keh represents on the
other. Because it is so truthful, this heroism
has its own style, strictly secular and self-ironic,
the style of the gambler. So, Quinn explains
the reasons for his return to his friend Ming
at the Hong Kong races: "'I've been an alsoman all my life ... I thought I was about due
for a win.''' (170). The odds are as heavily
against him, as they have always been - even
if he manages to dispose of Keh, the system
will remain and will overwhelm him in the
end. What matters, however, is the courage he
has found to risk himself, confront Keh with
the memory of the massacre and thus prove to
himself that he can take responsibility for the
guilt which has been imprisoning him. Instead
of sitting outside his life as a kind of spectator,
he has "come out of [his] corner" (196) into
the thick of things. If Australia had been a
place of displacement it is because he has allowed his will to become servile, haunted by
the memory of evils he has been involved in,
precisely because this involvement has been involuntary. Now that he has exerted his will,
named the evil and challenged it, he has freed
himself, even if the system remains triumphant.
Moffitt's argument, then, is that the tyranny
that matters today is psychological and that the
way to challenge it is to understand it. Not
that this challenge effects much at the general
level- as we have said, the only change at the
end of the book is in Quinn himself. But his
point is not to peddle solutions - that means
becoming part of it - but to highlight the
problem. So, if Quinn's story is inconclusive,
Keh's is not. He is the tyrant, the master of
the pleasure machine, and he is destroyed by it.
Exhausted by his excesses, reduced to a mere
voyeur he can take pleasure only in watching
the copUlation of the wild beasts he keeps
caged in his palace. The "brutal carnality of
his original vision of the earth as a sleeping
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woman has been destroyed by the greed which
transformed it into a pleasure resort, dissipating the dream "in blue prints and concrete".
(217). Instead of the white horse, symbol of
erotic power, he now rides a motorised wheelchair which becomes the instrument of his
death. When he threatens to call the guard,
Quinn grabs the chair and sends it spinning
over the cliff which bounds the palace grounds.
So the master of the machine is killed by the
machine.
In aesthetic terms, this is perhaps too neat.
But the point is clear and it represents the triumph of spontaneity over the discipline of
power, of the personal over the impersonal. It
also marks Moffitt's dissent from the logic of
the usual thriller whose plot unfolds like a
coiled spring. Where their heroes advance step
by step on their goal, Quinn's achievement is
more or less accidental, the product of impUlse.
But it is also "the most perfect, the most complete action he had ever performed" (322) because the impUlse he honours is a response to
the "primeval chord" he is listening for as the
story opens, the buried memory of some world
in which justice is possible. In this sense he
resembles Antigone; honouring the more ancient law of conscience against the new laws of
the city. Like Antigone, he is ineffectual politically, but that kind of effectiveness is not
what matters. Given that tyranny rules by its
hold on the imagination, what matters is to
keep alive the memory of alternative values.
Another kind of writer might have made a
great deal of these alternative values, but
Moffitt's point is to stress the negative, remain
within the limits of empirical observation. So
we remain on the outside of his character and
leave him with all "his doubts and fears and
indecisions heaped up inside him forever; the
love and the violence, the jokes in the dark, the
new scar of murder". (324). But this incon·
clusiveness is the point-as it is also in Koch's
The Year of Living Dangerously and Drewe's
A Cry in the Jungle Bar. The world is as it is
and it is necessary to accept this first if he is
ever to be changed. As "literature", a work
which offers an insight into the passions and
complexities of language and thus of the individual life, this is not what its publishers claim.
As a book about the nature of power in our
world in general and of the fate of an Australian in particular it is both compelling and
challenging.
VERONICA BRADY
WESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1983
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We apologise for the error in the title of Robyn Rowland's book of poems
reviewed in Books, Westerly 1, 1983. The title should be Filigree in Blood.

ASAL 83
"New Connections in
Australian Literature"
The Association for the Study of Australian Literature will hold a major conference at the University of Western Australia from 22 - 26 August 1983. The
theme of the conference, "New Connections in Australian Literature" has attracted
many offers of fascinating papers by well known writers and academics which
break new ground in Australian literary studies. A. D. Hope and A. A. Phillips
are expected to attend. A highlight of the programme is an evening with Londonbased Australian writer Clive James. Poetry and drama will be emphasised at this
conference: Bruce Dawe and Jack Hibberd are among the participants. Academic
participants will include visitors from Britain, Spain, Italy, France, India and all
States and territories of Australia.
ASAL 83 will be a big event. Registration for the Conference is $35. Part-time
registration (for attendance on a daily basis) is also possible at $10 per day.
Inquiries should be sent to:
The Secretary
Centre for Studies in Australian Literature
The University of Western Australia
NEDLANDS, W.A. 6009.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN WRITING
6UVS FM
A 20-part series programme on Western Australian Writing will be broadcast
weekly on Radio 6UVS FM beginning on Tuesday 2nd August at 8 p.m. and
concluding in the week before Christmas. The programmes will be repeated on
Fridays at 11 a.m. Programmes include European Images of the West, Aboriginal
Writings, The Wars, Migrant Writers and special programmes on individual writers
such as Katharine Susannah Prichard, Kenneth Mackenzie and Randolph Stow.
At the conclusion of the series cassette recordings of the programmes will be
available. Inquiries may be made to the Secretary, Centre for Studies in Australian
Literature, University of Western Australia, W.A. 6009.

The University
Bookshop

I

on Campus, University of Western
Australia, Nedlands, 6009
In addition to University Text and Reference books,
we stock a wide range of books in the areas of General
Literature, Australiana, Art, Cookery, Craft, Gardening,
Travel, Children's books and Paperbacks.
Our Special Order Service enables books not in stock
to be ordered from the Eastern States or overseas.

100;0 Discount
is given off most titles and for further savings check
our stand of Remainders on the Ground Floor.
For your calculator requirements check our range of
Hewlett Packard and Canon models.

HOURS: Monday to Friday, 8.45 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Saturday, 9.00 a.m. to 12 noon
PHONE -
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386 5578 and 386 5579
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TWO NEW BOOKS
The Koala Bear from Gumeracha
Rocky Marshall. 76pp. $11.95 h.c .. $7.95 s.c.
The story of how Smokey the Koala Bear from
Gumeracha and his hrave friends pursued and finally captured the wicked hun yips is told in rollicking ballad form
with 32 superb full page hlack and white illustrations by
Melody Hampton. A delightful book for young and old.
~~

Broome, Pearls and a Bygone Era
Full Fathom Five
Mary Albertus Bain. 380pp. $24.95
A history of the pearling industry in and around Australia
from ninteenth century beginnings in Torres Strait to the
boom days at Broome.
Wealthy peaders. Oriental nightclubs and the harbour
skyline permanently pierced by the masts of a myriad of
luggers and junks - Broome was indeed a world apart
from the rest of Australia. Two wars destroyed that world.
and the industry, hut the whole colourful period is
recreated for us by Mary Albertus Bain in this thoroughly
researched book. case bound with colour cover and illustrated with previously unpublished photographs many obtained from Japan where the author spent some
time researching material.

ABTLOOK BOOKS
164 Beaufort Street Perth, Telephone: 328 9188
is published by the English Department. University of Western Australia.
set in Times type-face and printed by Alpha Print Pty Ltd, Perth. W,A.
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Western Australia
Press
Unfinished Voyages: Western Australian
Shipwrecks 1622-1850
Graeme Henderson

$20.60

The Premiers of Western Australia
G. S. Reid and M. R. Oliver
Aboriginal Sites, Rights and Resource
Development
R. M. Berndt, editor

$8.95

$12.00

Nyungar Tradition: Glimpses of Aborigines of
South-Western Australia 1829-1914
Lois Tilbrook
Limited edition $40.00
How to Know Western Australian Wildflowers
Part IV
Reprint with Supplement
Supplement only

$35.00
$12.00

Summerland: A Western Australian Sesquicentenary
Anthology of Poetry and Prose
Alec Choate and Barbara York Main, eds

$12.00

Sandgropers: A Western Australian Anthology
Dorothy Hewitt, ed.

$8.00

Facsimile Reprint Series
Western Australia: A History from its Discovery to the

Inauguration of the Commonwealth-J. S. Battye

$25.00

Journals of Several Expeditions made in
Western Australia-J. Cross

$15.00

Diary of Ten Years of an Early Settler in
Western Australia-George Fletcher Moore

$25.00

Cattle Chosen-E. O. G. Shann

$16.00

Trans-Australian Wonderland-A. G. Bolam

$13.60
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